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A tz Kilcher learned many vital skills while helping 
his parents carve a homestead out of the Alaskan 
wilderness: how to work hard, think on his feet, make 

do, invent, and use what was on hand to accomplish 
whatever task was in front of him. He also learned how to 
lie in order to please his often volatile father.

Much later in life, as Atz began to refl ect on his upbringing, 
he discovered that the work of pioneering the frontier 
of the soul is an infi nitely more diffi  cult task than any of 
the back-breaking chores he performed on his family’s 
homestead. Learning to use new tools—honesty, 
vulnerability, forgiveness, acceptance—and building upon 
the good helped him heal and learn to embrace the value 
of resilience. This revised perspective has enabled him to 
do the most rewarding work of his life: mapping his own 
inner wilderness while drawing closer to his adult children.

• A powerful memoir on Atz Kilcher’s 
tough upbringing in the Alaskan 
frontier and his personal journey as a 
man and as a father

• For fans of Doug Peacock’s Grizzly 
Years, James Campbell’s The Final 
Frontiersman, and Jon Krakauer’s 
Into the Wild

• Known to many as the patriarch of 
Discovery Channel’s Emmy-short-
listed program Alaska: The Last 
Frontier, Atz Kilcher is also an artist, 
writer, musician, and the man who 
taught his daughter, music superstar 
Jewel, how to sing

BY ATZ KILCHER

COMING FEBRUARY 6, 2018

SON of a
MIDNIGHT LAND

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(c68h) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
K 9781470860189  $27.99  9781470858384 $100.00

L 9781470858407 $29.95

“Very seldom do we get 
windows into our parents’ 

private lives with such 
honesty…This book…
proves anyone can fi nd 

forgiveness, love, and even 
change at any age.”

—Jewel, singer and daughter of Atz Kilcher

“As a son, I cried tears of 
forgiveness; as a father, 
tears of regret and pain; 

and as a warrior of everyday 
life, tears of love, fear, and 

victory! A must-read!”
—Atz Lee Kilcher, son of Atz Kilcher 
and star of Alaska: The Last Frontier
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The Demon Crown
The Sigma Force Novels, Book 13
by James Rollins
Reader to be announced

A construction project beneath the 
National Mall has unearthed a terrifying 
secret dating back to the Civil War. 
Sigma Force must unlock a deadly 
mystery that winds back eons, to the 
very origins of life on Earth. But with 
each discovery Sigma Force makes, the 
menace they hunt is spreading. 

• Print run: 500,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Clive Cussler, Steve Berry, and Michael Crichton

• The previous book in the series was a New York Times bestseller, an 
Amazon Best Book of the Month, and recipient of starred reviews from 
Publishers Weekly and Booklist

“Rollins’ characters are as large as his landscape in this  
vast and vastly entertaining thriller saga.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Seventh Plague

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (ahl4) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9780062694331 $95.99

Death at Nuremberg
The Clandestine Operations Series, 
Book 4
by W. E. B. Griffin and  
William E. Butterworth IV
Read by Alexander Cendese

Jim Cronley’s new assignments 
couldn’t be bigger: protect the US chief 
prosecutor in the Nuremberg trials, 
and dismantle Odessa, an organization 
dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals.

• Griffin is a #1 New York Times bestselling author

• James Cronley was introduced in the Honor Bound series, and now he 
gets a series of his own

• Will appeal to fans of Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan novel Power and Empire 
and Brad Thor’s thriller Use of Force

• More than forty million of Griffin’s books are in print in more than ten 
languages

“An incredible mix of intrigue and diplomacy from a literary 
team that ignites suspense lovers everywhere.”

—Suspense Magazine, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / WAR & MILITARY • (c9uc) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781491588864 $75.99

His Secret Son
The Westmoreland Legacy
by Brenda Jackson
Reader to be announced

The Texas rancher and Navy SEAL who 
fathered Bristol Lockett’s son died a 
hero’s death—or so she was told. Yet 
when Laramie Cooper strolls into her 
exhibit at an art gallery three years later, 
he is very much alive—and still making 
her pulse zing. But she won’t risk her 
heart—or their son’s. 

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Brenda Jackson has RT Book Reviews’ awards for Best Contemporary 
Romance, Best Multicultural Romance, and Best Romance Series

• Jackson’s novels typically earn 4 and 4½ stars from RT Book Reviews

• Will appeal to fans of Farrah Rochon and Donna Hill

“Readers can’t deny that Jackson knows how to bring  
the heat, and more. Her characters are multidimensional, 

tantalizing, and charming.”
—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on Texas Wild

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (cacw) 5.25 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538471555 $49.99 L 9781538471579 $39.99

The Vanishing Season
by Joanna Schaffhausen
Read by Lauren Fortgang

In the sleepy town of Woodbury, 
Massachusetts, officer Ellery Hathaway 
and FBI agent Reed Markham, the man 
who saved her from a serial killer’s closet 
years ago, are both about to be sucked 
into the past, back to the case that 
made them who they are … with a killer 
who can’t let go.

• Winner of the Minotaur Books/Mystery Writers of America First Crime 
Novel Competition

• Joanna Schaffhausen has been a writer for Good Morning America and 
World News Tonight

• Will appeal to fans of The Good Daughter by Karin Slaughter and Lie to 
Me by J. T. Ellison

“A gripping debut with a plot twist [listeners] won’t see 
coming…Ellery Hathaway is a survivor whose grace, 

intelligence, and grit reminded me of Clarice Starling.”
—Hallie Ephron, author of Night Night, Sleep Tight

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / TRADITIONAL BRITISH
(ccch) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538494158 $90.00 L 9781538494172 $29.99



I n August 1940—eighteen months before Pearl Harbor—
Anglo-American MI6 agent Roy Hawkins is mysteriously 
rushed from Nazi-occupied Paris to New York. Enraged at 

being ordered away from what he believes is the real fi ght 
against Nazism and Fascism, he wants to get back to Paris as 
soon as possible, even though he knows it means almost certain 
death.

In New York he is shocked and sickened to encounter a now 
alien America increasingly dominated by right-wing extremists, 
including a new radio celebrity, Walter Ventnor. After a tense 
encounter with his friend and mentor William Stephenson, he 
agrees to temporarily pursue a Nazi commercial envoy, Hans 
Ludwig, and try and stop him from stealing American submarine 
warfare secrets. Hawkins follows Lugwig to the elite Saratoga 
racing meeting, where Ludwig is cultivating top American 
business leaders. There he meets the scion of an ancient and 
aristocratic New York family, Daisy van Schenck. Fascinated by 
her after he persuades her to throw Ludwig out of her mansion, 
which Ludwig has rented, Hawkins fi nds himself increasingly 
attracted to Daisy and a diff erent life. When Hawkins discovers a 
Nazi plot to rig the presidential election, he is forced to choose 
between duty and the woman he loves.

• A World War II–era historical 
spy thriller with uncanny 
relevance to today’s real-life 
political intrigue

• Based on the true story 
of the Nazi’s attempt to 
intervene in the 1940 
presidential election

• For fans of Alan Furst, Olen 
Steinhauer, and Mark Mills

BY LARRY DUDLEY

COMING JANUARY 30, 2018

NEW YORK STATIONNEW YORK STATION

FICTION / THRILLERS / ESPIONAGE
(c987) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
K 9781538469194  $27.99  9781538424162 $90.00

L 9781538424186 $29.95

“A compelling World War 
Two–era novel which very 

quickly leads the reader into 
a world of espionage, drama, 
and intrigue. New York Station 
has an authentic feel and the 

angle of Nazi sympathizers 
in the USA feels very timely. 
The story works its way to a 
strong ending, with a great 

twist at the very end.”
—Alex Gerlis, author of the bestselling 

The Best of Our Spies and other 
World War Two espionage novels
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The Wanted
The Elvis Cole / Joe Pike Novels, Book 17
by Robert Crais
Read by Luke Daniels

Devon Connor hires private investigator 
Elvis Cole because her troubled teenage 
son Tyson is flashing cash and she’s 
afraid he’s into drugs. The truth is that 
Tyson and his partners are involved in 
high-end burglaries, a crime spree that 
takes a deadly turn when one of them 
is murdered.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• An Edgar Grand Master, Crais has won the Anthony, Barry, Shamus, 
Macavity, and Ross Macdonald Literary awards

• Will appeal to fans of thrillers by Lee Child and Michael Connelly

• Crais’ The Monkey’s Raincoat was named one of the 100 Favorite Mysteries 
of the Century by the Independent Mystery Booksellers Association

“An intense and thrilling mystery. Crais delivers a master class 
in writing with this latest novel.”

—Associated Press on The Promise

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c7gm) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781455853434 $75.99

Year One
The Chronicles of the One, Book 1
by Nora Roberts
Read by Julia Whelan

In a world of survivors where every 
stranger encountered could be either a 
savage or a savior, none of them knows 
exactly where they are heading, or 
why. But a purpose awaits them that 
will shape their lives and the lives of all 
those who remain. The end has come. 
The beginning comes next.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Over 500 million copies of Nora Roberts’ novels have been sold to date

• Nora’s Facebook page has over 630,000 followers

• National print and online publicity

• Massive online advertising campaign

• Blog outreach

“America’s favorite writer.”
—New Yorker, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / FANTASY / EPIC • (bkp8) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781531834449 $99.99

Twisted
The Steel Brothers Saga, Book 8
by Helen Hardt
Read by Lucy Rivers and Aiden Snow

Ryan Steel must face earth-shattering 
family secrets he has just discovered. 
But he no longer trusts his siblings—or 
the woman he loves. Ruby Lee loves 
Ryan and desperately wants to help him. 
But the more she uncovers, the more 
danger she’s in. And she may lose Ryan 
forever.

• #1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of adult romance novels by Shayla Black, Lora Leigh, 
and Lauren Dane

• Hardt’s previous books have earned strong praise from RT Book Reviews

• Books 1–7 in the series are also available

• Author website: HelenHardt.com

“The chemistry between them in Melt is explosive… 
The fiery love scenes are expertly handled.”

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Melt

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c7r3) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9781531829162 $49.99

Melt
The Steel Brothers Saga, Book 4
by Helen Hardt
Read by Teri Clark Linden and 
Alexander Cendese

As Melanie and Jonah attempt to 
work through their issues together, 
desperately trying to ignore the desire 
brewing between them, ghosts from 
both their pasts surface—and danger 
draws near.

• #1 New York Times and #1 USA Today bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of adult romance novels by Shayla Black, Lora Leigh, 
and Lauren Dane

• Hardt’s previous books have earned strong praise from RT Book Reviews

• Coming soon: Twisted

• Author website: HelenHardt.com

“The chemistry between them in Melt is explosive… 
The fiery love scenes are expertly handled.”

—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on Melt

AVAILABLE 12/5/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c2vi) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9781522652595 $49.99

I n August 1940—eighteen months before Pearl Harbor—
Anglo-American MI6 agent Roy Hawkins is mysteriously 
rushed from Nazi-occupied Paris to New York. Enraged at 

being ordered away from what he believes is the real fi ght 
against Nazism and Fascism, he wants to get back to Paris as 
soon as possible, even though he knows it means almost certain 
death.

In New York he is shocked and sickened to encounter a now 
alien America increasingly dominated by right-wing extremists, 
including a new radio celebrity, Walter Ventnor. After a tense 
encounter with his friend and mentor William Stephenson, he 
agrees to temporarily pursue a Nazi commercial envoy, Hans 
Ludwig, and try and stop him from stealing American submarine 
warfare secrets. Hawkins follows Lugwig to the elite Saratoga 
racing meeting, where Ludwig is cultivating top American 
business leaders. There he meets the scion of an ancient and 
aristocratic New York family, Daisy van Schenck. Fascinated by 
her after he persuades her to throw Ludwig out of her mansion, 
which Ludwig has rented, Hawkins fi nds himself increasingly 
attracted to Daisy and a diff erent life. When Hawkins discovers a 
Nazi plot to rig the presidential election, he is forced to choose 
between duty and the woman he loves.

• A World War II–era historical 
spy thriller with uncanny 
relevance to today’s real-life 
political intrigue

• Based on the true story 
of the Nazi’s attempt to 
intervene in the 1940 
presidential election

• For fans of Alan Furst, Olen 
Steinhauer, and Mark Mills

BY LARRY DUDLEY

COMING JANUARY 30, 2018

NEW YORK STATIONNEW YORK STATION

FICTION / THRILLERS / ESPIONAGE
(c987) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
K 9781538469194  $27.99  9781538424162 $90.00

L 9781538424186 $29.95

“A compelling World War 
Two–era novel which very 

quickly leads the reader into 
a world of espionage, drama, 
and intrigue. New York Station 
has an authentic feel and the 

angle of Nazi sympathizers 
in the USA feels very timely. 
The story works its way to a 
strong ending, with a great 

twist at the very end.”
—Alex Gerlis, author of the bestselling 

The Best of Our Spies and other 
World War Two espionage novels



All Nora Brown wants is to teach high school English and live a 
quiet life in Seattle with her husband and six-year-old daughter. 
But one November day, moments after dismissing her class, a girl’s 
face appears above the students’ desks—a wild numinous face 
with startling blue eyes, a face floating on top of shapeless drapes 
of purples and blues where arms and legs should have been. Terror 
rushes through Nora’s body—the kind of raw terror you feel when 
there’s no way out, when every cell in your body, your entire body, 
is on fire—when you think you might die.

Twenty-four hours later, while on Thanksgiving vacation, the 
face appears again. This time, it whispers, Remember the Valentine’s 
dress. Shaken once again, Nora meets with neurologists and 
eventually, a psychiatrist. As the story progresses, a terrible secret 
is discovered—a secret that pushes Nora toward an even deeper 
psychological breakdown.

The Night Child is a breathtaking story about split 
consciousness, saving a broken child, and the split between past 
and present. It’s about the extraordinary capacity within each of us 
to save ourselves through visionary means.

• The Night Child, a work of 
contemporary women’s fi ction, 
is Anna Quinn’s debut novel

• For fans of the Wall Steet Journal 
bestseller Everything We Keep 
by Kerry Lonsdale, as well as 
Chronology of Water by Lidia 
Yuknavitch, The Bell Jar by Sylvia 
Plath, and The Glass Castle by 
Jeannette Walls

BY ANNA QUINN

COMING JANUARY 30, 2018

THE

NIGHT CHILD

FICTION / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c84q) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
K 9781538434345  $24.99  9781538422359 $69.00

L 9781538422373 $29.95

“She made me care about 
Nora and identify with her. 

That’s a very wonderful and 
diffi  cult accomplishment.”

—Dorothy Allison,
New York Times bestselling author

“The Night Child is beautiful, 
empowering—it shows us 

that on the other side of 
harrowing there is healing. 

Anna Quinn writes for those 
who have been silenced and 
gives them a voice in Nora.”

—Erica Bauermeister, bestselling author 
of The School of Essential Ingredients
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Bloodstains with Brontë
The Crime with the Classics Series, Book 2
by Katherine Bolger Hyde
Read by Caroline Shaffer

A stabbing at Windy Corner brings 
Emily’s attention to Jeremiah Edwards, a 
man who resembles St. John Rivers in his 
obsessive, tormented piety. What other 
parallels to Brontë’s works will Emily find 
in this delightful second cozy featuring 
an English teacher turned sleuth?

• National print and online publicity

• Blog outreach

• Will appeal to fans of the Writer’s Apprentice mysteries by Julia Buckley 
and the Book Retreat mysteries by Ellery Adams

• Also available from Blackstone: Arsenic with Austen

• Author website: KBHyde.com

“An intelligent mystery, with surprising plot twists  
and a dash of good old-fashioned romance.”

—Hannah Dennison, author of the Vicky Hill mysteries, on Arsenic with Austen

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COZY • (bslp) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504782289 $90.00 L 9781504782302 $29.95

Nightblind
The Dark Iceland Series, Book 2
by Ragnar Jónasson
Translated by Quentin Bates
Read by Will Damron and  
Paul Michael Garcia

When a policeman is shot in the 
dead of night, Ari Thór must solve a 
murder involving tangled local politics, 
a compromised new mayor, and 
someone held against their will in an 
asylum.

• Winner of the Mörda Dead Good Reader Award for Most Captivating 
Crime in Translation

• A great gift for crime fiction lovers

• Author website: Ragnar-Jonasson.squarespace.com

• A great gift for fans of chilling murder mysteries

• Will appeal to fans of the Gunnhildur Mysteries by Quentin Bates and 
the Bergman & Recht series by Kristina Ohlsson

“The darkness and cold are palpable.”
—Times (London)

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / GENERAL • (c6jb) 9 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781470862787 $76.00 L 9781470862800 $29.95

Happiness in This Life
A Passionate Meditation on Earthly 
Existence
by Pope Francis
Translated by Oonagh Stranksy
Reader to be announced

Every talk in this collection delivers a 
key lesson in warm, engaging language, 
accessible to believers and nonbelievers 
alike, on how to find love and happiness 
in the chaotic real world.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Pope Francis again delivers his comforting wisdom in these short and 
accessible essays

• Will appeal to fans of The Art of Living by Thich Nhat Hahn and The Book 
of Joy by the Dalai Lama and Desmond Tutu

• Oonagh Stransky won a fellowship for young translators from the 
American Literary Translators Association

“Francis speaks succinctly—and with refreshing 
forthrightness…[in] an easy conversational style.”

—New York Times on The Name of God Is Mercy

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / HAPPINESS • (cdex) 4 hours • 3 CDs
 9780525631545 $65.99

Target 100
The World’s Simplest Weight-Loss 
Program in 6 Easy Steps
by Liz Josefsberg
Foreword by Jennifer Hudson
Reader to be announced

Weight loss can be simple. It can even 
be fun! Target 100 streamlines the 
weight-loss process into six simple 
guidelines and shows you how to adjust 
them to fit your lifestyle.

• Print run: 100,000

• Liz has an established platform from Weight Watchers

• Will appeal to fans of The Virgin Diet by J. J. Virgin and  
The Blue Zones Solution by Dan Buettner

• Celebrity clients include Jennifer Hudson, Charles Barkley, Jessica 
Simpson, Katie Couric, Amber Riley, Suze Orman, and more

“Target 100 is Liz in book form—smart, supportive, and full of 
practical, simple solutions. Liz changed my life and my whole 

concept of dieting—and now can change yours, too.”
—Jessica Simpson

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/19/17
HEALTH & FITNESS / WEIGHT LOSS • (ccku) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538495476 $76.00 L 9781538495490 $29.95

All Nora Brown wants is to teach high school English and live a 
quiet life in Seattle with her husband and six-year-old daughter. 
But one November day, moments after dismissing her class, a girl’s 
face appears above the students’ desks—a wild numinous face 
with startling blue eyes, a face floating on top of shapeless drapes 
of purples and blues where arms and legs should have been. Terror 
rushes through Nora’s body—the kind of raw terror you feel when 
there’s no way out, when every cell in your body, your entire body, 
is on fire—when you think you might die.

Twenty-four hours later, while on Thanksgiving vacation, the 
face appears again. This time, it whispers, Remember the Valentine’s 
dress. Shaken once again, Nora meets with neurologists and 
eventually, a psychiatrist. As the story progresses, a terrible secret 
is discovered—a secret that pushes Nora toward an even deeper 
psychological breakdown.

The Night Child is a breathtaking story about split 
consciousness, saving a broken child, and the split between past 
and present. It’s about the extraordinary capacity within each of us 
to save ourselves through visionary means.

• The Night Child, a work of 
contemporary women’s fi ction, 
is Anna Quinn’s debut novel

• For fans of the Wall Steet Journal 
bestseller Everything We Keep 
by Kerry Lonsdale, as well as 
Chronology of Water by Lidia 
Yuknavitch, The Bell Jar by Sylvia 
Plath, and The Glass Castle by 
Jeannette Walls

BY ANNA QUINN

COMING JANUARY 30, 2018

THE

NIGHT CHILD

FICTION / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (c84q) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
K 9781538434345  $24.99  9781538422359 $69.00

L 9781538422373 $29.95

“She made me care about 
Nora and identify with her. 

That’s a very wonderful and 
diffi  cult accomplishment.”

—Dorothy Allison,
New York Times bestselling author

“The Night Child is beautiful, 
empowering—it shows us 

that on the other side of 
harrowing there is healing. 

Anna Quinn writes for those 
who have been silenced and 
gives them a voice in Nora.”

—Erica Bauermeister, bestselling author 
of The School of Essential Ingredients
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A Distant Heart
by Sonali Dev
Reader to be announced

When a life-saving procedure gives Kimi 
a new lease on life, she and Rahul, the 
boy she befriended in her illness, must 
navigate their undeniable attraction, 
their lost friendship, complicated family 
dynamics, and a web of lies to learn the 
real meaning of courage, loss, and love.

• A Change of Heart received starred reviews from Booklist, Kirkus Reviews, 
and Publishers Weekly and was a Publishers Weekly BuzzBooks selection

• A Bollywood Affair was recently voted one of NPR’s 100 Most Swoon-
Worthy Romances and appeared on numerous “best of” lists in 2014

• The Bollywood Bride received numerous accolades and was cited as one 
of NPR’s Best Books of 2015 and listed among the Washington Post’s 
Best Romances of 2015

• Author website: SonaliDev.com

“Utterly compelling and filled with wrenching emotion,  
this is one book readers will not soon forget!”
—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on A Change in Heart

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (caox) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538475195 $105.00 L 9781538475218 $29.95

Beautiful Lawman
The Devil’s Rock Series, Book 4
by Sophie Jordan
Read by Christian Fox

From the wrong side of the tracks 
and with most of her family in jail or 
dead, Piper Walsh is used to everyone 
in town thinking the worst about 
her. Upon meeting Hale Walters, the 
irresistible, arrogant sheriff, they’re instant 
adversaries—she won’t become a notch 
on his bedpost.

• Print run: 100,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Sophia Jordan won the All About Romance Reader’s 2013 Best New 
Adult Romance and was a finalist for the 2013 Rita Award

• Many other titles by Jordan are also available

• National review attention

• National print, broadcast, and online media campaign

“Sophie Jordan excels at writing sizzling hot reads!”
—Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (bozh) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538456521 $59.99 L 9781538456538 $39.99

The Little Book of Lykke
Secrets of the World’s Happiest People
by Meik Wiking
Reader to be announced

Join the happiness revolution! The 
author of the New York Times bestseller 
The Little Book of Hygge offers more 
inspiration and suggestions for 
achieving greater happiness, by 
practicing Lykke (LOO-ka)—pursuing 
and finding the good that exists in the 
world around us every day.

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• The Little Book of Hygge had incredible publicity, with mentions in 
the New York Times, People, Cosmopolitan, Elle, and the San Francisco 
Chronicle

“Comfort, coziness, warmth—that’s what Hygge is. It’s tailor-
made for turbulent times, and this guide from Denmark can 

help you find it.”
—People on The Little Book of Hygge

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / HAPPINESS • (ccnc) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538499344 $59.99 L 9781538499351 $39.99

Secrets of the Secret 
Service
The History and Uncertain Future of 
the US Secret Service
by Gary J. Byrne
Reader to be announced

A unique behind-the-scenes look at 
what makes this agency tick, Byrne 
gives the listener an appreciation for the 
challenges it faces and shows the way 
forward for an agency at a crossroads.

• Print run: 150,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Byrne served in federal law enforcement for nearly thirty years; while 
a Secret Service officer, he protected President Clinton and the First 
Family in the White House

• Will appeal to fans of Ronald Kessler’s The First Family Detail

• Extensive online and social media outreach

• Print and online advertising targeting conservative groups

• National television, radio, print, and online media campaign

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
POLITICAL SCIENCE / AMERICAN GOVERNMENT / EXECUTIVE BRANCH
(cazi) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549167836 $90.99
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Canto Bight
The Journey to Star Wars: The Last Jedi 
Series
by Saladin Ahmed, Rae Carson, Mira 
Grant, and John Jackson Miller
Reader to be announced

Journey to Canto Bight, a lavish city rich 
with opportunity—but one where the 
stakes couldn’t be higher. Canto Bight 
features four interconnected novella-
length adventures.

• Almost every new Star Wars novel has landed on the New York Times 
bestseller list—including the #1 bestselling novelization of Star Wars: 
The Force Awakens

• With the creation of the Disney/Lucasfilm Story Group, all Star Wars 
fiction—movies, television, video games, books, comics—will now 
share equally in the design and development of the Star Wars galaxy

• This book reveals new info about a key location in Star Wars: The Last Jedi

“Ahmed’s debut masterfully paints a world both  
bright and terrible.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Saladin Ahmed’s Throne of the Crescent Moon

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / SPACE OPERA • (cbtq) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9780525596660 $95.99

Meditation for Fidgety 
Skeptics
A 10% Happier How-to Book
by Dan Harris, Carlye Adler, and  
Jeffrey Warren
Reader to be announced

Some believe they can’t meditate 
because their brains never seem to calm 
down. Dan Harris knows anyone can learn 
the practice, and he writes this book for 
those who struggle with it most.

• Dan Harris is a #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Jeffrey Warren is a meditation instructor who has taught and written on 
the subject for over ten years

• Will appeal to fans of Thrive by Arianna Huffington and Designing Your 
Life by Bill Burnett

• Harris has spoken at Wisdom 2.0, Google, Big Think, and other venues

• Major support at launch from ABC

“Will convince even the most skeptical reader  
of meditation’s potential.”

—Gretchen Rubin, author of The Happiness Project, on 10% Happier

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
SELF-HELP / MEDITATIONS • (cckd) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9780525631019 $73.99

Judas
An Urban Mystery
by JaQuavis Coleman
Reader to be announced

While a man rests in a hospital bed, 
recovering from a car crash that nearly 
took his life, he writes an exposé that 
uncovers the secrets of a crime figure 
on trial. But when the story hits the 
national spotlight and eventually wins a 
Pulitzer Prize, the man is pulled into the 
dark abyss of the streets.

• New York Times and Essence bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Ashley Antoinette, Nikki Turner, and K’wan

• Also available: The White House and The Day the Streets Stood Still

• Author website: AshleyJaQuavis.com

“Their work has been regarded as some of the  
premiere titles that have led the way for this growing 

phenomenon of gritty tales.”
—Urban Book Source, praise for Ashley & JaQuavis

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / URBAN LIFE • (cbcy) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538481073 $76.00 L 9781538481097 $29.95

Global Discontents
Conversations on the Rising Threats  
to Democracy
by Noam Chomsky and David Barsamian
Read by the authors

In wide-ranging interviews with his 
longtime interlocutor David Barsamian, 
Noam Chomsky argues that if our 
current system is incapable of dealing 
with the threats posed by climate 
change and nuclear war, it’s up to us to 
change it.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Chomsky is widely credited with having revolutionized modern 
linguistics

• National review and feature attention

• National advertising campaign

• National media attention

“Chomsky is a global phenomenon…He may be the most 
widely read American voice on foreign policy on the planet.”

—New York Times Book Review, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
POLITICAL SCIENCE / INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / GENERAL
(c91w) 6 hours • 8 CDs
 9781427289605 $86.99
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The Power of Silence
Against the Dictatorship of Noise
by Robert Cardinal Sarah, with Nicolas Diat
Translated by Michael J. Miller
Afterword by Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI
Reader to be announced

Cardinal Sarah seeks to restore to silence its place of 
honor and importance.

• Cardinal Sarah was named the Prefect of the Congregation for Divine Worship 
and the Discipline of the Sacraments by Pope Francis in 2014

• Will appeal to fans of The World beyond Your Head by Matthew B. Crawford

“This book shows Cardinal Sarah to be one of the most spiritually  
alert churchmen of our time.”

—Bishop Robert Barron, creator and host, Catholicism video series

AVAILABLE 12/19/17
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / SPIRITUAL GROWTH • (cd94) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538504581 $76.00 L 9781538504604 $29.95

Where the Long Grass Blows
by Louis L’Amour
Read by Jason Culp

Bill Canavan rode into the valley with a dream to start 
his own ranch. But when he manages to stake claims 
on the three best water holes, the other ranchers turn 
against him.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Louis L’Amour sold over 200 million books in his lifetime

• L’Amour was the first novelist to be awarded a Congressional Gold Medal

• Will appeal to fans of Tombstone Jack by Dan Winchester and The Gunfighter  
by Steven Hardesty

“[Louis L’Amour] made the modern Western a national pastime.”
—Smithsonian, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 12/12/17
FICTION / WESTERNS • (bkrd) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9780735286283 $70.99

Tracking the Wild Coomba
The Life of Legendary Skier Doug Coombs
by Robert Cocuzzo
Reader to be announced

Arguably the greatest extreme skier to ever live, Doug 
Coombs pioneered hundreds of first descents. Now 
his story is told for the first time. 

• Coombs was widely regarded as one of the greatest extreme skiers of all time

• Tracking the Wild Coomba earned glowing praise from the author’s peers

• A great gift for fans of skiing and extreme sports

“Robert Cocuzzo accurately captures the amazing Doug and Emily 
Coombs that I knew then and the myriad of Coombs ski stories.”

—Bruce Tremper, author of Staying Alive in Avalanche Terrain

AVAILABLE 12/12/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SPORTS • (cdrb) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538511237 $76.00 L 9781538511251 $29.95

Revelations
The New Scriptures
by Solomon
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

It is the end of days. A nuclear strike hits New York. 
Alfie and Meg don’t know it, but they have a grim des-
tiny. They must stand together, defeat the Great Beast, 
and build a new Jerusalem from the ruins.

• Will appeal to fans of urban novels by K’wan, Ashley &JaQuavis, and Nikki Turner

• Buck 50 Productions is known for publishing edgy novels by top authors in 
today’s urban fiction genre

• Also available: They

• National print and online publicity

AVAILABLE 12/5/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / APOCALYPTIC & POST-APOCALYPTIC
(agmt) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538427224 $100.00 L 9781538427248 $29.95

You Need a Budget
The Proven System for Breaking the Paycheck-to- 
Paycheck Cycle, Getting Out of Debt, and Living the 
Life You Want
by Jesse Mecham
Reader to be announced

Discover four simple rules to help you stop living 
paycheck to paycheck. The You Need a Budget method 
has helped thousands turn their financial lives around.

• Print run: 60,000

• Mecham is the founder of YouNeedABudget.com, selected Best Windows 
Personal Finance Software in About.com’s Reader’s Choice Awards for 2011

• Jesse Mecham’s blog attracts more than 8.8 million visitors per year

• Will appeal to fans of Financially Fearless by Alexa von Tobel

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / PERSONAL FINANCE / BUDGETING
(ca1y) 2 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538479858 $29.99 L 9781538479872 $39.99

Unnatural Causes
The Dr. Katie LeClair Mysteries, Book 1
by Dawn Eastman
Read by Amanda Dolan

Katie LeClair is settling in as the new doctor in Baxter, 
Michigan, when the murder of one of her patients 
draws her into an investigation that leads her down a 
dark path of the town’s past secrets.

• Nationally bestselling author

• Unnatural Causes has received glowing praise from the author’s peers

• Fans of dramas like Grey’s Anatomy will have a new favorite book series

“A fascinating murder mystery…Unnatural Causes  
pulled me in and didn’t let go.” 

—Karen Harper, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
(cd9v) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538505199 $90.00

L 9781538505212 $29.95 L 9781538514054 $64.99
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Natalie Jill’s 7-Day Jump Start
Unprocess Your Diet with Super Easy Recipes—Lose 
Up to 5-7 Pounds the First Week!
by Natalie Jill
Reader to be announced

Natalie Jill offers her popular weight-loss program, a 
straightforward way to clean up your diet—and create 
a new lifestyle.

• Combines Jill’s best rules, recipes, and tools from her online videos for eating 
an unprocessed, gluten-free diet

• Includes inspirational stories,guidelines, recipes, a meal plan, and tips

“For everyone who wants to remain healthy and slim. But it will also help 
you lose extra pounds and fight celiac disease.”

—Washington Book Review

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/19/17
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIETS • (boua) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549114137 $76.99

You’re Not That Great
(But Neither Is Anyone Else)
by Elan Gale
Reader to be announced

Gale’s humorous self-help book promises to show you 
how to harness all the negativity in the world and use 
it to improve your life. Positive thinking is for assholes; 
negative thinking is for winners!

• Print run: 50,000

• Gale is the producer of The Bachelor and The Bachelorette, as well as their  
many spinoff series

• Gale has been featured in the New York Times, Us Weekly, and others

“The book we’ve all been waiting for…It’s sure to be a wild ride.”
—Bustle

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
HUMOR / FORM / PARODIES • (bnna) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9781549113659 $55.99

The Leafly Guide to Cannabis
A Handbook for the Modern Consumer
by Sam Martin and The Leafly Team
Reader to be announced

The Leafly Guide to Cannabis is a connoisseur’s guide 
to flavor profiles, effects, and methods of consuming 
cannabis, providing all the best tips to navigating this 
growing market.

• Cannabis legalization is growing across the US and the world

• Leafly is uniquely positioned to author this definitive guide

• With 10 million visits every month, Leafly is the most visited cannabis platform 
in the world

• Leafly provides reviews of cannabis strains, dispensary locations, products, 
how-to guides, and more

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
REFERENCE / CONSUMER GUIDES • (bnnw) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781549113772 $69.99

Cannabis Pharmacy
The Practical Guide to Medical Marijuana— 
Revised and Updated
by Michael Backes
Foreword by Andrew Weil, MD
Reader to be announced

Revised and updated, here is the most comprehen-
sive, easy-to-use book available on understanding and 
using medical marijuana.

• A guide to the most popular and effective types of medical cannabis

• Medical marijuana is now legal in twenty-nine states and the District of Columbia

“Backes presents much valuable knowledge…supporting present-day 
practical approaches to effectively using medical cannabis.”
—Robert C. Clarke, Projects Manager, International Hemp Association

AVAILABLE 11/14/17
HEALTH & FITNESS / ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES • (c6kb) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781478950578 $90.99

Anthem for Doomed Youth
The Daisy Dalrymple Mysteries, Book 19
by Carola Dunn
Reader to be announced

DCI Alec Fletcher of Scotland Yard is given two urgent 
orders by his supervisor: solve a trio of murders quick-
ly and keep his wife, the Honorable Daisy Dalrymple 
Fletcher, away from the case!

• Carola Dunn consistently receives strong praise from major publications and 
fans alike

• Blackstone also offers the first eighteen books in the Daisy Dalrymple Mystery 
series, as well as other titles by Carola Dunn

“Amusing and sprightly, and as evocative of the period as ever.”
—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 12/12/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS
(cbfu) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538485897 $90.00 L 9781538485910 $29.95

Animal Dreams
A Novel
by Barbara Kingsolver
Read by the author

Filled with lyrical writing, Native American legends, 
a tender love story, and a woman’s quest for identity, 
Animal Dreams is literary fiction at its very best.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Barbara Kingsolver is a winner of the National Humanities Medal  
and was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in Fiction

• Several other titles by Barbara Kingsolver are also available

• Author website: Kingsolver.com

“Probes the human heart with uncommon wisdom.”
—New York Newsday

AVAILABLE 12/19/17
FICTION / SMALL TOWN & RURAL • (cajs) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538479827 $59.99 L 9781538479841 $39.99
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Rest
Why You Get More Done When You Work Less
by Alex Soojung-Kim Pang
Read by Adam Sims

Drawing on rigorous scientific evidence and revela-
tory historical examples, Rest overturns everything 
we’ve been taught about work and shows that only 
by resting better can we start living better.

• in the US, the pros and cons of flexible work hours continue to spark debate

• Books focusing on creativity and innovation, the future of work, and work-life 
balance are a bestselling category, and Rest is a natural addition to the shelf

”If you’re prone to burnout or still believe that overwork  
actually works, this book will set you straight.”

—Arianna Huffington

AVAILABLE 12/5/17
PSYCHOLOGY / CREATIVE ABILITY • (bou8) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9781549113819 $69.99

Waking Up in Winter
In Search of What Really Matters at Midlife
by Cheryl Richardson
Reader to be announced

In her most intimate and profound work, the #1 New 
York Times bestselling author and beloved spiritual 
teacher explores the obstacles and opportunities that 
arise when we reach midlife.

• Print run: 50,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Cheryl Richardson’s weekly newsletter on living a fulfilling life has been 
running since 2008 and has over 50,000 subscribers

“Cheryl Richardson is a wise and loving woman. Her advice is 
as excellent as it is fun to read.”

—Marianne Williamson, author of A Return to Love, on Take Time for Your Life

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/19/17
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / GENERAL • (bmnb) 11.5 hours • 9  CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538456491 $59.99 L 9781538456507 $39.99

Divine Desire
The Lotus House Series, Book 3
by Audrey Carlan
Read by Joe Arden and Carmen Vine

Atlas Powers is a new yoga instructor with a new twist 
on yoga to match. Mila Mercado has always taught 
yoga traditionally, but Atlas’ passionate methods 
might just change her mind.

• #1 New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestselling author

• Carlan is active on Facebook and Instagram, with over 34,000 followers

• Carlan’s books have been translated into over thirty languages

“I could say I’ll treasure this book in my heart forever, but that’s a lie.  
This one has become a precious keepsake in my soul.”

—Angel Payne, USA Today bestselling author

AVAILABLE 12/27/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c3sz) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 9781522638681 $44.99

Old Flames
The Inspector Troy Series, Book 2
b y John Lawton
Reader to be announced

In 1956, Inspector Troy is assigned to be Khrushchev’s 
bodyguard during a visit to Britain. But when a Royal 
Navy diver is found dead, Troy’s investigation takes 
him to the rotten heart of MI6.

• Lawton has received rave reviews from critics on the Inspector Troy series

• Author website: JohnLawtonBooks.com

• Will appeal to fans of the Bernie Gunther series by Philip Kerr

“Uncommonly smart and engrossing…If you yearn for stylish, 
sophisticated, suspenseful fiction, you need look no further.”

—Washington Post

AVAILABLE 12/5/17
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / HISTORICAL • (ccam) 14.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538493724 $118.00 L 9781538493748 $29.95

A Little Lumpen Novelita
by Roberto Bolaño
Translated by Natasha Wimmer
Reader to be announced

Orphaned overnight as a teenager, Bianca drops 
out of school, gets a crappy job, and drifts into bad 
company. Now as she and her little brother plot a 
strange crime, Bianca learns she can fall even lower.

• Available for the first time in audio

• Bolaño is one of the most important authors of the last thirty years, and his 
work has achieved an acclaim rarely enjoyed by literature in translation

“As for Bolaño, what can one say? One of our greatest writers,  
a straight colossus.”

—Junot Díaz, New York Times bestselling author

AVAILABLE 12/26/17
FICTION / LITERARY • (bkc6) 4.5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538433362 $49.00 L 9781538433386 $19.95

The Super Metabolism Diet
The 14-Day Plan to Ignite Your Fat-Burning Furnace 
and Stay Lean for Life!
by David Zinczenko and Keenan Mayo
Reader to be announced

From ABC News nutrition and wellness correspondent 
David Zinczenko comes a scientifically proven and 
rigorously tested eating plan that will torch fat and 
ignite your body’s fuel furnace.

• David Zinczenko is a #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Zinczenko is best known for cocreating the Eat This, Not That! franchise

“You’ll see results almost immediately, never be hungry,  
and watch the weight keep coming off!”

—Michele Promaulayko, editor in chief of Cosmopolitan

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIETS • (bvzs) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 9780525526117 $62.99
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The Wake Up
by Catherine Ryan Hyde
Read by Nick Podehl

Aiden Delacorte suddenly becomes attuned to the 
lives around him, feeling their pain and fear as if they 
were his own. But the newfound sensitivity of Aiden’s 
“wake up” has its price.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Hyde’s bestselling 1999 novel Pay It Forward was adapted into a major motion 
picture

• Hyde’s books appear in over two dozen languages worldwide

“Hyde gives her characters great internal depth, and the book’s scope 
gives readers time to savor this memorable, moving journey.”

—Publishers Weekly on Take Me With You

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (ca7v) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543626155 $54.99

You’re Gonna Love Me
by Robin Lee Hatcher
Read by Wendy Lanzl

Nick’s love of thrills and Samantha’s love of safety and 
security drove them apart two years ago. After her 
worst fears came true, can they build something new 
upon the ashes of the past?

• Robin Lee Hatcher is the winner of two RITA awards, the highest award of 
excellence in romance fiction

• Hatcher is also the winner of a Lifetime Achievement Award from both 
American Ficiton Writers and Romance Writers of America

• Hatcher is active on Facebook, with over 15,000 followers

“Wonderfully satisfying.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on You’ll Think of Me

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17
FICTION / CHRISTIAN / ROMANCE • (cb3u) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781543637816 $54.99

Killman Creek
The Stillhouse Lake Series, Book 2
by Rachel Caine
Read by Emily Sutton-Smith, Lauren Ezzo, 
Will Ropp, and Dan John Miller

Gwen Proctor won the battle to save her kids from her 
ex-husband, serial killer Melvin Royal, and his league 
of psychotic accomplices. But the war isn’t over. Not 
since Melvin broke out of prison. 

• New York Times, USA Today, and Amazon Charts bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Patrcia Gibney and Ruth Ware

• Over twenty-five other books by Rachel Caine are also available

“[Caine gives] readers entertaining and interesting books.”
—USA Today, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17
FICTION / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (cb3l) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543636673 $59.99

Hello Mornings
How to Build a Grace-Filled, Life-Giving  
Morning Routine
by Kat Lee
Read by the author

Kat introduces a simple yet powerful three-minute 
morning routine that integrates Bible study, planning, 
and fitness into a foundational morning habit that 
works with every schedule.

• Kat Lee is the founder of HelloMornings.org, a personal growth website with 
contributions from hundreds of Christian women

• Lee is active on social media, with over 10,000 followers on her Hello Mornings 
Facebook page

• Will appeal to fans of Joanna Gaines and Priscilla Shire

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / PERSONAL GROWTH • (bkly) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 9781543637755 $59.99

Rock Critic Law
101 Unbreakable Rules for Writing Badly about Music
by Michael Azerrad
Reader to be announced

Critically acclaimed music journalist and author 
Michael Azerrad roasts his own profession, with a col-
lection of the most overused, cliched, and hackneyed 
phrases that music journalists rely on.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Please Kill Me by Legs McNeil

• Author website: MichaelAzerrad.typepad.com

“Replete with colorful anecdotes that demystify even  
deliberately mystifying artists.”

—Publishers Weekly on Our Band Could Be Your Life

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
HUMOR / FORM / PARODIES • (c1fk) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538456439 $49.99 L 9781538456446 $39.99

The Wedding Date Disaster
The Wedding Date Series, Book 3
by Mira Lyn Kelly
Reader to be announced

Molly secretly fell for Sean ten years ago. But now 
Sean realizes there is more than friendship behind 
Molly’s smiles—and that maybe he wants a different 
life than the one he’d planned.

• USA Today bestselling author

• Previous book in the series was an Amazon Best Book of the Month selection

• Will appeal to fans of other contemporary romance authors like Sara 
Humphreys, Rachel Gibson, and Jill Shalvis

“A fun, flirty read…The perfect balance between sweet and sexy.”
—RT Book Reviews (4 stars) on The Wedding Date Bargain

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (c4c6) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781441733658 $100.00 L 9781441733689 $29.95
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The Last Suppers
by Mandy Mikulencak
Read by Rebecca Gibel

The Last Suppers is set in a fictional prison based on 
one of the United States’ most infamous prisons. Gin-
ny’s quest to provide meals for death-row prisoners 
leads her into the secrets of her own past.

• Part Kathryn Stockett’s The Help, part Sister Helen Prejean’s Dead Man Walking

• The book is sure to spark discussion on capital punishment, prisoners’ rights, 
and the effects on families

• For fans of Ketchup Clouds by Annabel Pitcher and The Death Row Cookbook by 
John Fleury

“A gorgeous novel that finds beauty in the most unlikely of places.”
—Susan Wiggs, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (c9bg) 4 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538424964 $49.00 L 9781538424988 $19.95

The Clarity Cleanse
12 Steps to Finding Renewed Energy, Spiritual 
Fulfillment, and Emotional Healing
by Habib Sadeghi, with Gwyneth Paltrow
Reader to be announced

Dr. Habib Sadeghi, Gwyneth Paltrow’s spiritual guru, 
presents a ninety-day pathway to clear the clutter from 
our emotional life to find clarity in mind, body, and spirit.

• Print run: 45,000

• An empowering program that helps cut through the mental noise of life and 
isolate unresolved emotions from the past

“I don’t think I’ve come across anyone who understands more about the 
mind/body connection when it comes to changing our health.”

—Emily Blunt, praise for the author

AVAILABLE 12/26/17
BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / INSPIRATION & PERSONAL GROWTH • (bnsb) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549113895 $76.99

The Saboteur
The Aristocrat Who Became France’s Most Daring 
Anti-Nazi Commando
by Paul Kix
Read by Malcolm Hillgartner

The Saboteur recounts Robert de La Rochefoucald’s 
enthralling adventures, from jumping from a moving 
truck on his way to his execution to dressing up in a 
nun’s habit.

• Print run: 75,000

• Rochefoucald is likened to James Bond for his role in the “Ministry of 
Ungentlemanly Warfare” and daring exploits against Nazi Germany

• Fans of Agent Zigzag by Ben Macintyre will want to hear this biography of 
Rochefoucald

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II • (c1ey) 10.75 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538456767 $59.99 L 9781538456774 $39.99

Diet for the MIND
The Latest Science on What to Eat to Prevent 
Alzheimer’s and Cognitive Decline—From the 
Creator of the MIND Diet
by Martha Clare Morris
Reader to be announced

Morris provides an effective way to reduce the risk of 
Alzheimer’s disease through diet and lifestyle.

• The MIND diet was ranked as the #3 best diet by US News & World Report

• National media campaign, including television, print, radio, and online coverage

• People around the world are clamoring to know more about MIND

“Morris has revolutionized our understanding of Alzheimer’s disease…
The findings of her breakthrough research are accessible to all.”

—Neal D. Barnard, MD, New York Times bestselling author 

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIETS • (boud) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549113932 $76.99

Fortress America
by Elaine Tyler May
Reader to be announced

Elaine Tyler May demonstrates how our obsession 
with security has made citizens fear each other and 
distrust the government, making America less safe 
and less democratic.

• Elaine Tyler May is perhaps the preeminent social historian of the American 
twentieth century

• May has been president of both the American Studies Association and the 
Organization of American Historians

“Challenging and provocative, Fortress America will stir stimulating 
debate…about the state of America in the post–World War II world.”

—William Chafe, Alice Mary Baldwin Professor emeritus, Duke University

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY • (c4dw) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9781549114014 $76.99

Goddess of Anarchy
The Life and Times of Lucy Parsons, American Radical
by Jacqueline Jones
Reader to be announced

Drawing on a wealth of new sources, Goddess of  
Anarchy recounts the formidable life of the militant 
writer, orator, and agitator Lucy Parsons.

• The first full-length biography of Lucy Parsons in four decades

• Jacqueline Jones is a pre-eminent historian and a past recipient of a 
MacArthur “Genius” Fellowship

• Jones’ A Dreadful Deceit was a finalist for the 2014 Pulitzer Prize in History

“One of our most talented historians tackles one of  
American history’s most enigmatic figures.”

—Karl Jacoby, author of The Strange Career of William Ellis

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / WOMEN • (boue) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs
 9781549114250 $109.99
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Let Trump Be Trump
The Inside Story of His Rise to the Presidency
by Corey Lewandowski and Dave Bossie
Reader to be announced

Former Trump campaign managers Corey 
Lewandowski and David Bossie present an insider’s 
account of how Donald Trump ascended to 
the highest office in the land.

• Print run: 250,000

• Both Lewandowski and Bossie are regular contributors on Fox and CNN

• Bossie heads the conservative group Citizens United, which has a million 
members and 400,000 Facebook followers 

• Authors promise to deliver massive publicity that focuses on the book upon 
release

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
POLITICAL SCIENCE / GENERAL • (cc7m) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549113406 $90.99

The French Art of Not Giving a Sh*t
Cut the Crap and Live Your Life
by Fabrice Midal
Read by Ben Willbond

The French Art of Not Giving a Sh*t explains why the key 
to true mindfulness is freeing ourselves from social 
and self-imposed stresses—and how we can embrace 
life by giving ourselves a break.

• Print run: 75,000

• The French Art of Not Giving a Sh*t became a #1 bestseller in France

• Midal’s fun, fresh, and French guide will show even the busiest of listeners 
how to find moments of mindfulness in their everyday lives

• The author of several bestsellers, Frabrice Midal is one of the world’s leading 
teachers of meditation

• Midal is the founder of the Western School of Meditation

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/19/17
SELF-HELP / MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL • (cbhv) 5 hours • 4 CDs
 9781549113734 $55.99

Soulful Simplicity
How Living with Less Can Lead to So Much More
by Courtney Carver
Reader to be announced

Courtney Carver shows us how to pursue practical 
minimalism so we can reclaim lightness and ease and 
create more with less—more space, more time, and 
even more love.

• Courtney Carver is a top minimalism blogger with over 30,000 subscribers

• Will appeal to fans of The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up by Marie Kondo

“Marie Kondo taught us how to declutter our homes; now it’s time to 
let Courtney Carver take us to a deeper place—to refine our lives and 

reconnect with what matters most.”
—Jonathan Fields, author of How to Live a Good Life

AVAILABLE RELEASE 12/26/17
SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / HAPPINESS • (bkr6) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538435366 $69.00 L 9781538435380 $29.95

Direct Fire
Captain Jake Mahegan Series, Book 4
by A. J. Tata
Read by Jonathan Davis

A powerful banker gunned down in cold blood; a 
military family senselessly slaughtered; a key general 
kidnapped from his farm near Fort Bragg—the terror-
ists are here … and no one is safe.

• Tata brings realism to his work after having commanded a paratrooper battalion 
and an air assault brigade, and deployed on combat missions

• Foreign and Domestic was a national bestseller

• Three Minutes to Midnight was a 2016 Barry Award finalist

“A. J. Tata is the new Tom Clancy.”
—Brad Thor, #1 New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / MILITARY • (c4lt) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781536697315 $74.99

Super Con
The Billy Cunningham Series, Book 3
by James Swain
Read by Nick Podehl

Master grifter Billy Cunningham is scheming a “super 
con” with a gang of high-profile cheats—a one-time-
only scam that could rake in a cool multi-million-dollar 
payday.

• Swain is the author of numerous nationally bestselling novels

• Swain has received glowing praise from his peers, including #1 New York Times 
bestselling authors Michael Connelly and Lee Child

• Will appeal to fans of John Sandford and Nelson DeMille

“No one in the world does this stuff better than Jim Swain.”
—Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / CRIME • (ca24) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781543622485 $59.99

Claiming Bailey
The Ace Security Series, Book 3
by Susan Stoker
Read by Erin Bennett

When danger stalks Bailey Hampton and her brother, 
it’s up to Ace Security’s Nathan Anderson to channel 
his inner alpha and find a way to end the threat to 
their lives once and for all.

• New York Times, USA Today, and Wall Street Journal bestselling author

• Previous books in the Ace Security series are also available

• Author website: StokerAces.com

“A good balance of humor and heart-stopping action.”
—RT Book Reviews on Claiming Alexis

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (cbdb) 9 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543640144 $54.99
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The Clothes Make the Girl (Look Fat)?
Adventures and Agonies in Fashion
by Brittany Gibbons
Reader to be announced

A sartorial follow-up to her hilarious memoir, Fat Girl 
Walking, Brittany Gibbons deep dives into the world 
of the plus-size woman, this time chronicling her love/
hate relationship with fashion.

• Print run: 50,000

• Brittany Gibbons is a nationally recognized positive body image advocate

• Gibbons was featured at TEDxBGSU, where she spoke about confidence and 
body image while wearing a bathing suit

“Skinny, fat, anything in between—I totally recommend this book to 
ladies of all shapes and backgrounds.”

—Slashed Beauty on Fat Girl Walking

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(c1mi) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538456552 $59.99 L 9781538456569 $39.99

The Last Man Who Knew Everything
The Life and Times of Enrico Fermi, Father of the 
Nuclear Age
by David N. Schwartz
Reader to be announced

Based on new archival material and exclusive inter-
views, The Last Man Who Knew Everything lays bare 
the enigmatic life of a colossus of twentieth-century 
physics, Enrico Fermi.

• Past biographies on Fermi tend to either favor Fermi’s personal life or his 
scientific contributions; Schwartz’s will be the first to focus on Fermi as a thinker

“Thoroughly enjoyable, impressively researched…A rewarding, expert 
biography of a giant of the golden age of physics..”

—Kirkus Reviews

 SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY • (bns9) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9781549114175 $109.99

The Orphaned Adult
Understanding and Coping with Grief and Change 
after the Death of Our Parents
by Alexander Levy
Reader to be announced

The Orphaned Adult guides listeners through the 
storm of change the death of one’s parents brings and 
anchors them with reassuring wisdom.

• Despite the flood of self-help books on death and the grieving process, very 
little has been written on parental loss

• Will appeal to fans of Hope Edelman’s Motherless Daughters

“Levy examines this profound life-changing event with compassion  
and understanding…[A] wise and caring book.”

—Library Journal

AVAILABLE 12/12/17
PSYCHOLOGY / GRIEF & LOSS • (boug) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9781549114298 $55.99

Grass Roots
The Rise and Fall and Rise of Marijuana in America
by Emily Dufton
Reader to be announced

In the last five years, eight states have legalized 
recreational marijuana. Historian Emily Dufton tells the 
remarkable story of marijuana’s crooked path from 
acceptance to demonization and back. 

• A timely topic as many states have legalized medicinal and/or recreational 
marijuana

• Will appeal to fans of The Harvard Psychedelic Club by Don Lattin

“A balanced, comprehensive, scrupulously researched, and vividly 
rendered narrative cultural and political history of marijuana in America.”

—Martin Torgoff, author of Bop Apocalypse

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY • (cava) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549114212 $105.99

The Only Girl in the World
A Memoir
by Maude Julien
Translated by Adriana Hunter
Reader to be announced

Maude’s parents raised her in isolation and forced her 
to endure their cruelty in hopes of creating the ulti-
mate survivor. Through learning to love and nurture 
herself, Maude truly became one.

• Print run: 50,000

• Has received high praise from major publications

• Maude Julien is a therapist specializing in manipulation and psychological 
control and a frequent contributor to radio and television

“A living testimony of resilience…An account as  
gripping as it is inspiring.”

—Elle

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (boo1) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs
 9781549114090 $105.99

The Personalized Diet
Why One-Size-Fits-All Diets Don’t Work
by Eran Elinav and Eran Segal, with Eve Adamson
Reader to be announced

The Personalized Diet gives listeners the tools to create 
an individualized diet and lifestyle plan that puts 
them on the path to losing weight, feeling good, and 
preventing disease.

• Print run: 50,000

• Drs. Segal and Elinav have proved that individuals react differently to the 
same foods

• Eran Segal, PhD, has published over one hundred scientific articles in peer-
reviewed journals

• Dr. Eran Elinav is the recipient of many international awards

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
HEALTH & FITNESS / DIET & NUTRITION / GENERAL • (bnnj) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781549113857 $105.99
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The Girl in Times Square
A Novel
by Paullina Simons
Reader to be announced

Internationally bestselling author Paullina Simons deliv-
ers a riveting novel about a young woman whose search 
for her missing friend turns into a life-shattering odyssey.

• Internationally bestselling author

• Paullina Simons is active on Facebook and Twitter, with over 30,000 
subscribers combined

• Several other titles by Paullina Simons are available

“Part mystery, part romance, part family drama… 
In other words, the perfect book.”

—Daily Mail (London)

AVAILABLE 12/19/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (c1mk) 20.5 hours • 16 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 9781538456460 $79.99 L 9781538456477 $55.99

A Deadly Affair
by Tom Henderson
Read by Paul Michael Garcia

A promising young attorney and family man, Michael 
Fletcher seemed to have it all. But in the summer of 
2000, he found himself standing trial for the murder of 
his pregnant wife. The verdict—guilty.

• Tom Henderson is a seasoned news reporter and has authored five books on 
true murder investigations

• Will appeal to fans of Ann Rule and Fred Rosen

• Other titles by Tom Henderson are also available from Blackstone

“Vivid characters carry the action in latest book about grisly Metro 
Detroit murder…A page turner.”

—Detroit News on Blood in the Snow

AVAILABLE 12/12/17
TRUE CRIME / MURDER / GENERAL • (cc87) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538491867 $105.00 L 9781538491881 $29.95

Splintered Silence
The Bone Gap Travellers Series, Book 1
by Susan Furlong
Read by Amy Landon

Former Marine MP Brynn Callahan finds upon return-
ing home to the Appalachian mountains of Tennessee 
that it’s hard to bury the past she hoped to escape 
when bodies keep turning up.

• New York Times bestselling author

• There are several strong hooks in this book: the bond between a war vet and 
her dog; the workings of a cadaver dog; and the Irish Traveller sub-culture

“Furlong’s beautiful prose combined with an engrossing  
mystery make this a terrific read.” 

—Christine Carbo, author of The Wild Inside

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
FICTION / THRILLERS • (ccjw) 9 hours • 7 CDs
 9781543630077 $99.99

The Interlopers
The Matt Helm Series, Book 12
by Donald Hamilton
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

Mac has gone too far. For Helm to impersonate a 
Communist courier to whom he bears no resem-
blance is suicide—and that isn’t all. Someone wants 
the layout of the Coastal Defense System, but who?

• Matt Helm, the star of twenty-seven novels, is a cultural icon to rival James Bond

• Donald Hamilton was nominated twice for an Edgar Allan Poe Award

• More than twenty million Matt Helm books have sold worldwide

“[Hamilton’s] pacing is magnificent, as is his ability to tell a layered,  
complicated tale in streamlined, gripping fashion.”

—Noir Journal

AVAILABLE 12/5/17
FICTION / THRILLERS / ESPIONAGE • (cc5o) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538491164 $76.00 L 9781538491188 $29.95

Brunch Is Hell
How to Save the World by Throwing a Dinner Party
by Brendan Francis Newnam and Rico Gagliano
Reader to be announced

Brunch Is Hell takes hesitant hosts through every phase 
of throwing a dinner party. Loaded with celebrity 
advice and tongue-in-cheek humor, Brunch Is Hell is a 
spirited guide to restoring civility.

• The authors are cohosts of the popular podcast The Dinner Party Download

• Will appeal to fans of I Like You by Amy Sedaris and Adulting by Kelly Williams Brown

“Equally informative, impassioned, and hilarious, Gagliano and Newnam 
rescue the dinner party from the dark forces of brunch  

with great verve and valor.” 
—J. Ryan Stradal, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
COOKING / ENTERTAINING • (botn) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs
 9781549113697 $55.99

Visit BlackstoneLibrary.com  
for complete listings

Don’t miss our most 
anticipated titles for  
January on page 26
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Girls from da Hood 6
by Ashley & JaQuavis and Amaleka McCall
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Perhaps the edgiest of all the Girls from da Hood 
books, this installment is full of gritty stories of 
strong women who deal with everything from 
homicide and drugs to all sorts of turmoil—all while 
showing the men of the streets of Brooklyn, New 
York, that they are not afraid of anything.

“Their work has been regarded as some of the premier titles that have led the way for 
this growing phenomenon of gritty tales.”

—Urban Book Source, praise for Ashley & JaQuavis

• Ashley & JaQuavis are New York Times 
bestselling authors 

• The first five books in the Girls from da 
Hood series are also available

• Will appeal to fans of Keisha Ervin, Teri 
Woods, and Joy King

• Coming soon: Girls from da Hood 7

AVAILABLE 12/19/17
FICTION / URBAN LIFE • (bv4b) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538446089 $90.00 L 9781538446102 $29.95

Girls from da Hood 5
by Edd McNair, Keisha Ervin, and 
Brenda Hampton
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Edd McNair, Keisha Ervin, and Brenda 
Hampton join forces to bring you 
three stories in the latest installment 
of Girls from da Hood. 

“Keisha Ervin has…created novels readers  
can’t take their eyes off.”

—My Urban Books, praise for Keisha Ervin

AVAILABLE 12/19/17

FICTION / URBAN LIFE
(bv4a) 10 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538445990 $90.00
L 9781538446010 $29.95

Working Girls
The Flint Series, Book 2
by Treasure Hernandez
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Walk with Halleigh and Malek as they 
introduce you to a new struggle in 
a new city … a place called Flint, 
Michigan, one of the roughest 
little cities in America. The Manolo 

Mamis are playin’ for keeps, and their services come with a price—an 
expensive one. Halleigh is knee-deep in the game. She has become 
lost, turned out at the hands of her pimp, Manolo. Will she and Malek 
ever meet again? And if they do, will they share the same love that 
they once had, or is it too late?

AVAILABLE 12/19/17

FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE
(buyj) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538444108 $76.00
L 9781538444122 $29.95

Around the Way Girls 7
by Chunichi, Karen Williams,  
and B. L. U. N. T.
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

Around the Way Girls 7 showcases 
three popular Urban Books authors 
and their versions of some very tough, 
street-smart girls. 

“Everybody knows these chicks.  
They’re straight up from around your way.”

—Shannon Holmes, author of Bad Girlz, on Around the Way Girls 2

AVAILABLE 12/19/17

FICTION / AFRICAN AMERICAN / URBAN LIFE
(budm) 16 hours • 13 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538442210 $118.00
L 9781538442234 $29.95

The Stolen Sky
The Split City Series, Book 2
by Heather Hansen
Read by Lauren Ezzo

Wounded, desperate, and caught 
up in the uncertainty of shifting 
allegiances and suspicious allies, 
Arden and Dade must rely on their 
love more than ever—will it be 
enough to keep them alive?

“The Breaking Light shattered my expectations! 
Inventive tech, stellar world-building, and a star-

crossed romance that left me breathless…I loved it!”
—Lindsay Cummings, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(bkq4) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781543601060 $49.99

Dark Echoes of the Past
by Ramón Díaz Eterovic
Translated by Patrick Blaine
Read by Malcolm Hillgartner

Private investigator Heredia spends 
his days reading detective novels; 
commiserating with his cat, Simenon; 
and peering out over the Mapocho 
River from his Santiago apartment. 
When Virginia Reyes’ brother, an ex–

political prisoner of dictator Augusto Pinochet, is killed in an apparent 
robbery, the police declare the case closed. But Virginia suspects 
that things aren’t quite as they appear and turns to Heredia for help. 
Heredia couldn’t agree more—but he can’t shake the feeling that 
there’s something Virginia’s not telling him.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/1/17

FICTION / LITERARY
(bkv7) 8 hours • 7 CDs  9781543601572 $54.99

The Two Most Important 
Days
How to Find Your Purpose—and 
Live a Happier, Healthier Life
by Dr. Sanjiv Chopra and Gina Vild
Reader to be announced

Through inspirational storytelling, 
scientific evidence, practical advice, 
captivating exercises, and poetry, Dr. 
Sanjiv Chopra and Gina Vild present 

a powerful message that shows you how to achieve happiness no 
matter the challenges you face along the way. They also reveal the 
best way to be happy: discover and live your life’s purpose. It’s a sure 
path to human flourishing. You may be surprised to learn that living 
with purpose can even add years to your life.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17

SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / SELF-ESTEEM
(c91q) 8 hours • 7 CDs  9781427289544 $70.99

Infamy
Pearl Harbor and Its Aftermath
by John Toland
Read by Grover Gardner

John Toland presents a revealing and 
controversial account of the events 
surrounding Pearl Harbor, including 
evidence that FDR and his advisors 
knew about the planned attack but 
remained silent. 

“Reads almost like a top-notch suspense novel.”
—Fresno Bee (California)

AVAILABLE 12/12/17

HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II
(ca5l) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538461884 $105.00
L 9781538461907 $29.95

Those Who Fall
An Unforgettable Chronicle of War in the Air
by John Muirhead
Read by Robertson Dean

As a B-17 Flying Fortress bomber pilot, John 
Muirhead led missions into northern Italy, Germany, 
and Bulgaria during World War II. Ultimately, he was 
shot down and taken prisoner. John Muirhead’s 
re-creation of those years is a breathtaking mingling 
of horror, humor, and reflection.

“The quality of writing and imagery in the storytelling raise this book  
above the genre. Highly recommended.”

—Library Journal

• Those Who Fall was a Military Book Club 
dual main selection when first published

• The book was praised for the quality of 
its writing by Library Journal

• Will appeal to history buffs and fans of 
World War II memoirs such as One Man’s 
War by Tommy LaMore and Dan Baker

• Author website: JohnLawtonBooks.com

Mama, I’m In Love With  
a Gangsta
by Joy
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

These two dramatic stories filled with 
pain, heartache, and ghetto love 
remind listeners that you can take the 
girl away from the ghetto, but she’ll 
always manage to find her way back.

“A well-written, street, gritty tale.”
—Crystal Lacey Winslow, author of The Criss Cross,

on If I Ruled the World

AVAILABLE 12/19/17

FICTION / URBAN LIFE
(bvy3) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538447796 $90.00
L 9781538447819 $29.95

AVAILABLE 12/5/17
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II • (ccb1) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538493946 $76.00 L 9781538493960 $29.95
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The Americans at D-Day
The American Experience at the Normandy Invasion
by John C. McManus
Reader to be announced

Impressively researched, engrossing, lightning 
quick, and filled with human sorrow and elation, 
John C. McManus’ The Americans at D-Day honors 
those Americans who lost their lives on the beaches 
of Normandy, as well as those who were fortunate 
enough to survive.

“Required reading on a bitter battle that won’t be—and never should be—forgotten.”
—W. E. B. Griffin, #1 New York Times bestselling author

• McManus is a critically acclaimed, award-
winning professor, author, and military 
historian

• A great gift for World War II buffs

• Will appeal to fans of D-Day: June 6, 
1944: The Climactic Battle of World War 
II by Stephen Ambrose and Six Armies in 
Normandy by John Keegan

AVAILABLE 12/12/17
HISTORY / MILITARY / WORLD WAR II • (ccjo) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538495056 $105.00 L 9781538495070 $29.95

Crusader One
The Tier One Series, Book 3
by Jeffrey Wilson and Brian Andrews
Read by Ray Porter

When one of the most brazen and 
lethal acts of terrorism rocks American 
and Israeli intelligence forces, Tier One 
operator John Dempsey’s ultracovert 
antiterror unit, Ember, mobilizes.

“In Tier One, Andrews and Wilson have captured 
exactly what life in the SEAL teams and on the  
front lines in the War on Terror is like. So vivid,  

I could smell the gunpowder.”
—Commander M. M., USN, former SEAL operator, on Tier One

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17

FICTION / THRILLERS / MILITARY
(bkpr) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781536694697 $59.99

No Place for Truth
or Whatever Happened to 
Evangelical Theology?
by David F. Wells
Reader to be announced

Written to encourage renewal in 
evangelical theology, No Place for Truth 
explores the interface between Christian 
faith and the modern world in entirely 
new ways and with uncommon rigor.

“A stinging indictment of Evangelicalism’s  
theological corruption.”

—Time

AVAILABLE 12/19/17

RELIGION / CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY / GENERAL
(cd2k) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538503812 $100.00
L 9781538503836 $29.95

Matthew Henry’s  
Concise Commentary 
on the Whole Bible
by Matthew Henry
Read by Matthew McAuliffe

Matthew Henry’s spiritual insights 
have touched lives for over 300 years. 
A valuable reference, this classic is a 
treasure for pastors, students, and 
devotional readers alike.

“Rich in analogies…superabundant in reflections…
suitable to everybody, instructive to all.”

—C. H. Spurgeon, nineteenth-century preacher and author

AVAILABLE 12/12/17

RELIGION / BIBLICAL COMMENTARY / GENERAL
(bkf6) 65 hours • 50 CDs • 5 MP3 CDs  9781538433881 $160.00
L 9781538433904 $59.95

Ultra Memory Course
Memory Improvement Techniques
by Bob Kittell
Read by the author

A great memory and quick recall will 
improve many aspects of your daily 
life. Ultra Memory is for everyone, 
including students wanting to 
improve their test taking, business 
professionals looking to remember 

names and faces, athletes who need to memorize techniques and 
plays, and professional speakers, parents, children, and more. A better 
memory can help you to further your life goals, to succeed in careers, 
and to connect effectively with others.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17

SELF-HELP / PERSONAL GROWTH / MEMORY IMPROVEMENT
(cclk) 3.5 hours • 3 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538495681 $79.00
L 9781538495704 $79.99

Homeward Bound
American Families in the Cold War Era
by Elaine Tyler May
Reader to be announced

Homeward Bound demonstrates 
that the Atomic Age and the Cold 
War shaped American life not just in 
national politics, but at every level of 
society, from the boardroom to the 
bedroom. 

“A major addition to the literature on the history 
of the family [that] significantly enhances our 

understanding of American society in the 1950s.”
—New York Times

AVAILABLE 12/19/17

HISTORY / UNITED STATES / 20TH CENTURY
(bo08) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781549114052 $105.99

The Silver Music Box
by Mina Baites
Translated by Alison Layland
Read by Jane Oppenheimer

1914. For Paul, with love. A Jewish 
silversmith engraved those words on 
his most exquisite creation, a singing 
filigree bird inside a tiny ornamented 
box. He crafted this treasure for his 
young son before leaving to fight in a 

terrible war. A half century later, Londoner Lilian Morrison inherits the box 
after the death of her parents. With the keepsake is a letter from Lilian’s 
mother, telling her daughter for the first time that she was adopted. Too 
young to remember, Lilian was rescued from a Germany in the grips of 
the Holocaust. Now only she can trace what happened to her family.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/1/17

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(caxr) 8 hours • 7 CDs  9781543626681 $54.99

What Remains True
A Novel
by Janis Thomas
Read by various narrators

From the outside, the Davenports 
look like any other family living a 
completely ordinary life—until that 
devastating day when five-year-old 
Jonah is killed, and the family is torn 
apart. As the fury of guilt engulfs 

them, the Davenports slowly start to unravel, one by one. Told from 
multiple points of view—including Jonah’s—the family struggles to 
cope with unthinkable loss. But as they face their own dark secrets 
about that terrible day, they have a choice: to be swallowed up in 
sadness forever, or begin the raw, arduous ascent back to living.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/1/17

FICTION / FAMILY LIFE
(caxx) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781543626865 $54.99

Everything the Heart Wants
A Novel
by Savannah Page
Reader to be announced

Halley and her husband of eleven 
years are living their happily ever after. 
But will their perfect love be too great 
a sacrifice for everything her heart 
really wants?

“Savannah Page quickly became a favorite author 
of mine after reading (and loving) the books in the 

Girlfriends series.”
—Chick Lit Plus, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17

FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
(cbq7) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781543641806 $54.99

Tell Me What You Want
by Megan Maxwell
Translated by Achy Obejas
Read by Kristin Watson Heintz

Jude Flores’ new relationship with her boss, 
billionaire Eric Zimmerman, has opened her up to a 
world of pleasure she’d only fantasized about. But as 
their relationship deepens, Jude begins to wonder 
what other secrets Eric is hiding behind that sexy 
smile—and how far she’s willing to go to find out.

• Maxwell’s debut novel won the 
International Prize for the Romantic 
Novel in 2011

•  Romances featuring the boss-employee 
power dynamic are tremendously popular

• Will appeal to fans of Bossman by 
Vi Keeland and Beautiful Bastard by 
Christina Lauren

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (cayj) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543630503 $54.99
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The Night of the Moths
by Riccardo Bruni
Translated by Anne Milano Appel
Read by Cassandra Campbell

Alice was a young graduate student when, on a 
beautiful August night, her body was found in the 
woods. A decade later, her boyfriend Enrico has 
returned to the provincial town where Alice lived 
and died to sell his home. There he finds an old cell 
phone … and unread texts from Alice’s phone.

• This is the second of Bruni’s novels 
translated into English, following The 
Lion and the Rose

• Translator Anne Milano Appel has won 
several prestigious awards for her work

• Will appeal to fans of authors Andrea 
Camilleri, Karen Charlton, and Richard 
McMahon

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/1/17
FICTION / PSYCHOLOGICAL • (cbqa) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9781543641899 $54.99

The Tangled Lock
The National Crime Agency Series, 
Book 3
by Bill Rogers
Read by Anne Flosnik

As the hunt for a serial killer on the 
streets of Manchester continues, will 
investigator Joanne Stuart be able to 
focus on the case, or will her personal 
troubles have disastrous consequences?

“I literally couldn’t put it down…A police drama 
thriller in the best tradition.”

—John Pearce, author of Treasure of Saint-Lazare, on The Cleansing

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/14/17

FICTION / CRIME
(cbqe) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781543642889 $59.99

A Scottish Lord for Christmas
The Sins and Scandals Series, Book 3
by Lauren Smith
Reader to be announced

Lord Forres is determined not to risk 
his heart, but Rowena Pepperwirth 
is just as determined to give him the 
greatest holiday gift of all—a chance 
at true love.

“The affection and chemistry between these unlikely 
protagonists is genuine and touching, making for a 

memorable and often moving read.”
—RT Book Reviews on Her Wicked Proposal

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17

FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL
(bom1) 5 hours • 4 CDs  9781549113970 $55.99

The Barsoom Project
The Dream Park Series, Book 2
by Larry Niven and Steven Barnes
Reader to be announced

Eviane’s first visit to the state-of-
the-art amusement arena Dream 
Park ended in disaster. Haunted by 
the past, she has returned to Dream 
Park to exorcise a nightmare that has 
become reality.

“May demand and will certainly repay more than 
one reading.”

—Booklist

AVAILABLE 12/5/17

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(cc60) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538491515 $100.00
L 9781538491539 $29.95

The Science Fiction Hall of 
Fame, Volume 1: 1929–1964
by Robert A. Heinlein, Arthur C. Clarke, 
and others
Edited by Robert Silverberg
Reader to be announced

This collection features the best in 
science fiction between 1929 and 
1964, as chosen by the members of 
the Science Fiction Writers of America.

“The first definitive modern anthology of  
top science fiction stories.” 

— Newark Sunday News

AVAILABLE 12/19/17

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(bn9g) 18.5 hours • 15 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs  9781538439739 $123.00
L 9781538439753 $44.95

Survival
The Star Quest Trilogy, Book 3
by Ben Bova
Read by Stefan Rudnicki

A human team sent to scout a few 
hundred light-years in front of the 
death wave encounters a civilization 
far in advance of our own, a 
civilization of machine intelligences.

“Bova gets better and better, combining plausible 
science with increasingly complex fiction.”

—Los Angeles Daily News, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / HARD SCIENCE FICTION
(aghc) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538425244 $100.00
L 9781538425268 $29.95

The Heiress’s Deception
The Sinful Brides Series, Book 4
by Christi Caldwell
Read by Tim Campbell

Lady Eve Pruitt has no choice but to 
run away when her brother threatens 
to steal her inheritance to pay his 
gambling debts. Now she finds she 
must entrust her fate to a man she 
once betrayed.

“Christi Caldwell is a must-read.”
—Mary Balogh, New York Times bestselling author,  

praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17

FICTION / ROMANCE / REGENCY
(cayi) 9 hours • 7 CDs  9781543630473 $54.99

Scorched Shadows
The Hellequin Chronicles, Book 7
by Steve McHugh
Read by Simon Mattacks

Avalon is under siege. A shadowy 
cabal, headed by a mysterious 
figure known only as “My Liege,” has 
launched a series of deadly attacks 
across the globe, catching innocent 
human bystanders in the crossfire. 

Emerging from the debris of battle, Nate Garrett, the sixteen-hundred-
year-old sorcerer also called Hellequin, and his friends must stop 
My Liege once and for all. But powerful forces stand in their way. To 
save Avalon, they will need to enlist the help of Mordred, once Nate’s 
greatest nemesis, now his most formidable ally.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/19/17

FICTION / FANTASY / CONTEMPORARY
(cb6u) 16 hours • 12 CDs  9781543638653 $54.99

The Unkillable Kitty O’Kane
A Novel
by Colin Falconer
Read by Alana Kerr Collins

When fiery and idealistic Kitty O’Kane 
escapes the crushing poverty of 
Dublin, she sets out on a remarkable 
journey and finds herself at the 
forefront of events shaping the early 
twentieth century. 

“A gripping novel of intrigue, power brokering, 
obsession, and sensuality.”

—Library Journal on The Sultan’s Harem

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/1/17

FICTION / HISTORICAL
(cayd) 10 hours • 8 CDs  9781543630329 $54.99

The Lost Prayers of Ricky Graves
by James Han Mattson
Read by Sandra Burr, Luke Daniels, and others

A heartbroken and humiliated Ricky Graves takes 
the life of a classmate and himself. For those closest 
to the tormented killer, shock and grief have given 
way to soul searching, as they’re forced to confront 
their broken dreams, buried desires, and missed 
opportunities.

“A moving debut about the intersections of rural queerness,  
the internet, and forgiveness.”

—Kirkus Reviews

• The Lost Prayers of Ricky Graves has 
received advanced praise from the 
author’s peers

• Mattson is a Michener-Copernicus 
Fellowship recipient

• Unravels the mystery of a life in all its 
glory: despair and regret, humor and 
wonder, courage and connection

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/1/17
FICTION / LITERARY • (bkpc) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781536628708 $75.99
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DECEMBER DROP-INS
Sinful Empire
The Mount Trilogy, Book 3
by Meghan March
Reader to be announced

What’s mine, I keep, and that includes Keira Kilgore.
It’s no longer enough to have her in my debt. No longer 
enough to own her body.
I want something more.
She can try to resist, but I’ll never give her up.
Nothing will keep us apart.
Not her. Not my enemies. No one.
Her debt will only be paid one way—with her heart.

“Meghan March delivers time and time again with unforgettable couples  
and scorching chemistry.”

—Jay Crownover, New York Times bestselling author, on Real Sexy

• USA Today bestselling author

• Author website: MeghanMarch.com

• Will appeal to fans of Laurelin Paige, 
Lauren Blakely, and Michelle Mankin

• Meghan March has a dedicated 
following of fans and consistently 
receives five-star reviews on Amazon

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/19/17
FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY • (ce6a) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538514788 $76.00 L 9781538514801 $29.95

A Short History of  
Reconstruction
by Eric Foner
Reader to be announced

Reconstruction chronicles the way in 
which Americans—black and white—
responded to the unprecedented 
changes unleashed by the war and 
the end of slavery. 

“This is history written on a grand scale, a masterful 
treatment of one of the most complex periods of 

American history.”
—New Republic

AVAILABLE 12/26/17

HISTORY / UNITED STATES / CIVIL WAR PERIOD
(cdr5) 11.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538510902 $100.00
L 9781538510926 $29.95

The Doomed City
by Arkady Strugatsky and Boris 
Strugatsky
Translated by Andrew Bromfield
Reader to be announced

As nightmarish scenarios begin to 
affect an experimental city whose sun 
gets switched on in the morning and 
off at night, a young astronomer rises 
through the political hierarchy.

“Mysterious…Thought-provoking.”
—Kirkus Reviews

AVAILABLE 12/26/17

FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / GENERAL
(cdnk) 15.5 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538508763 $118.00
L 9781538508787 $29.95

Trap Kitchen
By Malachi Jankins, Roberto Smith, 
and Marisa Mendez
Produced by Buck 50 Productions
Reader to be announced

When two former members of Los 
Angeles’ most nefarious rival gangs 
decided to unite under one oven, 
they had no idea that they would 
be creating an empire. Trap Kitchen 

is more than just a cookbook. It’s a glimpse into the meals that have 
now become famous in the LA streets thanks to the series of pop-up 
restaurants that continue to bloom throughout the area, and it is the 
story of two men who changed their stars by seeking peace and good 
food for themselves and their community.

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17

COOKING / ESSAYS & NARRATIVES
(agmu) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538427293 $69.00
L 9781538427316 $29.95

Charles Darwin
Victorian Mythmaker
by A. N. Wilson
Reader to be announced

Brilliant, daring, and ambitious, Charles 
Darwin explores this legendary man 
as never before, and challenges us to 
reconsider our understanding of both 
Darwin and modern science itself. 

“An illuminating new biography of a legendary figure 
in the scientific world whose legacy continues to 

draw reappraisals.”
—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/12/17

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / GENERAL
(ce1h) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538513859 $105.00
L 9781538513873 $29.95

Occam’s Razor
The Joe Gunther Mysteries, Book 10
by Archer Mayor
Read by Tom Taylorson

Dressed in a homeless man’s clothes 
with empty pockets, the body might 
easily be passed off as an unfortunate 
John Doe. But Joe Gunther has a 
knack for knowing when things don’t 
quite add up. 

“Gunther remains thoroughly likable, his Brattleboro 
interesting and fully realized.”

—Kirkus Reviews

 AVAILABLE 12/26/17

FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL
(brae) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781504726641 $118.00
L 9781504726658 $29.95

More Important Than 
Money
An Entrepreneur’s Team
by Robert Kiyosaki
Read by Garrett Sutton

What’s more important than money? 
Seven entrepreneurs show that it’s 
the people you can trust and turn to 
for advice … the team you build to 
support your goals and dreams.

“To get over the top financially, you must read Rich 
Dad, Poor Dad. It’s common sense and market savvy 

for your financial future.”
—Zig Ziglar, world-renowned author and lecturer

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP
(c8d2) 9 hours • 7 CDs  9781478992349 $90.99

Man in Control &  
Take Me, Cowboy
by Diana Palmer and Maisey Yates
Reader to be announced

Alexander would risk everything 
to protect Jodie Clayburn. In a hot 
pursuit, the two are drawn closer 
together. Will the man in control 
finally get caught in his own web of 
danger … and desire?

“The out-of-control temptation and pent-up desires 
will keep readers eagerly turning the pages.”

—RT Book Reviews on Take Me, Cowboy by Maisey Yates

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17

FICTION / ROMANCE / WESTERN
(cdo0) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538509241 $59.99
L 9781538509265 $39.99

Close Your Eyes, Get Free
Use Self-Hypnosis to Reduce Stress, Quit Bad 
Habits, and Achieve Greater Relaxation and Focus
by Grace Smith
Reader to be announced

Meditation, mindfulness, and other alternative 
healing practices continue to find their place with 
Western audiences. Now, Grace Smith introduces 
the next wave: hypnosis.

“My sessions with Grace helped me to make the transition into  
my new necessary level of performance.”

—Jessica Ortner, New York Times bestselling author

• Mindfulness and meditation continue to 
grow in popularity

• Smith builds upon the growing mountain 
of scientific evidence on the efficacy of 
hypnosis

• Smith’s sassy, relatable voice cuts 
through the woo-woo for an accessible, 
practical approach

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17
SELF-HELP / MEDITATIONS • (c7g2) 7.5 hours • 6 CDs
 9781478990611 $69.99 N 9781538490297 $64.99

The Authentics
by Abdi Nazemian
Reader to be announced

Iranian-American Daria and her 
friends call themselves the Authentics, 
because they pride themselves on 
always keeping it real. But Daria soon 
learns something shocking about her 
past. Can she figure out how to stay 
true to herself?

“The ferociously authentic Daria is a memorable 
protagonist.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

AVAILABLE 12/22/17 • FOR AGES 12–17

YOUNG ADULT FICTION / FAMILY / ADOPTION
(cdvp) 9.5 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD  9781538512210 $90.00
L 9781538512234 $29.95



THE ENCHANTED PLACES
Beyond the World of Pooh, Part 1
by Christopher Milne
Read by Peter Dennis

This book illuminates the shy, quiet son of the 
famous author, A. A. Milne, off ering an intrigu-
ing portrait of a gifted man who chose to live 
simply, a choice that brought him satisfaction—
more than could ever come from the empty 
fame of being the “real” Christopher Robin.

• This is a collection of memoirs from the son of one of the most beloved 
children’s authors of all time

• These four books include two that were never before published in the United 
States.

• The Path through the Trees is also available through Blackstone

GOODBYE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN IN THEATERS 10/13/17

AVAILABLE   NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY • (5934) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781441762092 $55.00 L 9781441762115 $29.95 N 9781441762146 $59.99

WE HAVE ALWAYS LIVED
IN THE CASTLE
by Shirley Jackson
Read by Bernadette Dunne

Six years after four family members died 
of arsenic poisoning, the three remaining 
Blackwoods live together in pleasant isolation, 
which they ensure through an idiosyncratic 
system of rules and protective magic. But one 
day, a stranger manages to penetrate into 
their carefully shielded lives.

• One of Time’s Ten Best Novels of 1962

• Shirley Jackson’s work continues to be a major infl uence on writers of every 
kind of fi ction, from traditional to contemporary.

• Film will star Marvel’s Captain America: Winter Soldier‘s Sebastian Stan

WE HAVE ALWAYS LIVED IN THE CASTLE IN THEATERS 2017

AVAILABLE   NOW
FICTION / LITERARY • (5663) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781441734266 $49.00 L 9781441734297 $19.95 N 99781441734327 $54.99

AVAILABLE   12/12/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES • (cd24) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9781543661033 $74.99

PHILIP K. DICK’S 
ELECTRIC DREAMS
by Philip K. Dick
Read by Tanya Eby, Patrick Lawlor, and others

Though perhaps most famous as a novelist, Philip K. Dick 
wrote more than one hundred short stories, each as mind-
bending and genre-defi ning as his longer works. Philip K. 
Dick’s Electric Dreams collects ten of the best from across 
his career.

• Print run: 50,000

• The inspiration for the upcoming television show

• Philip K. Dick was inducted into the Science Fiction 
Hall of Fame

• Seven of Dick’s books have been adapted for fi lm, 
including Bladerunner, which was based off  the 
novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?

“A KIND OF PULP-FICTION KAFKA, A PROPHET.”
—New York Times, praise for the author

PHILIP K. DICK’S ELECTRIC DREAMS STREAMING NOW ON AMAZON

WATERSHIP DOWN
by Richard Adams
Read by Ralph Cosham

Fiver could sense danger. Something terrible 
was going to happen to the warren. Together 
with his brother, Hazel, he must persuade the 
other rabbits to run to safety. And so begins this 
epic of courage and survival against the odds, 
a beloved, classic adventure story and allegory 
about freedom, ethics, and human nature.

• Watership Down was #1 on Publishers Weekly’s bestseller list in 1974 and 
stayed on the list for nearly a year

• Winner of the Carnegie Medal in 1972 and the Guardian Children’s Fiction 
Prize in 1973, as well as many other awards

• The Big Read, a 2003 survey of the British public, voted it the forty-second 
greatest book of all time

WATERSHIP DOWN COMING TO NETFLIX 2017

AVAILABLE   NOW
FICTION / CLASSICS • (5695) 16 hours • 13 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 9781441737472 $118.00 L 9781441737502 $29.95 N 9781441737533 $69.99

MORE MEDIA TIE-IN TITLES 
AVAILABLE ON 

BLACKSTONELIBRARY.COM

COCO
by Diana López
Read by Frankie Marie Corzo

When a mysterious chain of events leads 
Miguel to the stunning and colorful Land 
of the Dead, he fi nds there may be a way 
to make his secret dream of becoming a 
musician come true.

• Print run: 75,000

• Coco hits theaters November 22, 2017

• Diana López’s previous titles have received rave reviews 
and praise from critics

MARVEL’S THOR: RAGNAROK
by Jim McCann and Steve Behling
Read by MacLeod Andrews

To escape captivity and save his home 
from imminent destruction, Thor must 
fi rst compete in a deadly alien contest 
and team up with his former ally and 
fellow Avenger … the Incredible Hulk!

• Print run: 75,000

• Marvel Studios’ Thor: Ragnarok releases in theaters November 3, 2017

• The fi rst two Thor fi lms in the Marvel Cinematic Universe 
grossed over $1 billion worldwide

COCO IN THEATERS 11/22/17

AVAILABLE   11/22/2017
JUVENILE FICTION / MEDIA TIE-IN
(c0rw) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538474389 $49.00 L 9781538474402 $19.95 N 9781538504833 $64.99

MARVEL STUDIOS’ THOR: RAGNAROK IN THEATERS 11/3/17

AVAILABLE   11/3/2017
JUVENILE FICTION / MEDIA TIE-IN • (c0s2) 2.5 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504753913   $30.00 L 9781504753937   $19.95

H IS FOR HAWK
by Helen Macdonald
Read by the author

After the devastating loss of her father, fal-
coner Helen Macdonald resolved to purchase 
and raise one of the most vicious predators—
the goshawk, whose fi erce anger mirrored 
her own—to help cope with her loss. And so 
began an extraordinary journey.

• A New York Times bestseller

• Winner of the 2014 Samuel Johnson Prize for Nonfi ction, the 2015 Boston 
Globe Book of the Year, the 2014 Costa Book Award for Biography, and more

• An acclaimed historian, poet, and illustrator, Macdonald was featured 
on the Discovery Channel’s 2005 documentary War of the Birds

H  IS FOR HAWK: A NEW CHAPTER AIRES ON PBS 11/1/17

AVAILABLE   NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(bhsj) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781481530941 $90.00 L 9781481530958 $29.95

ANNIHILATION
by Jeff  VanderMeer
Read by Carolyn McCormick

Area X has been cut off  from the rest of 
the continent for decades. After eleven 
unsuccessful expeditions to survey the area—
most of which ended in death—the twelfth 
expedition is set to go. Area X delivers the 
unexpected, but it’s the surprises that come 
with the team that change everything.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Winner of the 2014 Nebula Award for Best Novel

• Will appeal to fans of Margaret Atwood and John M. Harrison

• Film to star Natalie Portman and Jennifer Jason Leigh

ANNIHILATION COMING TO THEATERS IN FEBRUARY 2018

AVAILABLE   NOW
FICTION / LITERARY • (8509) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781482956733 $55.00 L 9781482956740 $29.95



THE ENCHANTED PLACES
Beyond the World of Pooh, Part 1
by Christopher Milne
Read by Peter Dennis

This book illuminates the shy, quiet son of the 
famous author, A. A. Milne, off ering an intrigu-
ing portrait of a gifted man who chose to live 
simply, a choice that brought him satisfaction—
more than could ever come from the empty 
fame of being the “real” Christopher Robin.

• This is a collection of memoirs from the son of one of the most beloved 
children’s authors of all time

• These four books include two that were never before published in the United 
States.

• The Path through the Trees is also available through Blackstone

GOODBYE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN IN THEATERS 10/13/17

AVAILABLE   NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY • (5934) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781441762092 $55.00 L 9781441762115 $29.95 N 9781441762146 $59.99

WE HAVE ALWAYS LIVED
IN THE CASTLE
by Shirley Jackson
Read by Bernadette Dunne

Six years after four family members died 
of arsenic poisoning, the three remaining 
Blackwoods live together in pleasant isolation, 
which they ensure through an idiosyncratic 
system of rules and protective magic. But one 
day, a stranger manages to penetrate into 
their carefully shielded lives.

• One of Time’s Ten Best Novels of 1962

• Shirley Jackson’s work continues to be a major infl uence on writers of every 
kind of fi ction, from traditional to contemporary.

• Film will star Marvel’s Captain America: Winter Soldier‘s Sebastian Stan

WE HAVE ALWAYS LIVED IN THE CASTLE IN THEATERS 2017

AVAILABLE   NOW
FICTION / LITERARY • (5663) 5.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781441734266 $49.00 L 9781441734297 $19.95 N 99781441734327 $54.99

AVAILABLE   12/12/17
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES • (cd24) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9781543661033 $74.99

PHILIP K. DICK’S 
ELECTRIC DREAMS
by Philip K. Dick
Read by Tanya Eby, Patrick Lawlor, and others

Though perhaps most famous as a novelist, Philip K. Dick 
wrote more than one hundred short stories, each as mind-
bending and genre-defi ning as his longer works. Philip K. 
Dick’s Electric Dreams collects ten of the best from across 
his career.

• Print run: 50,000

• The inspiration for the upcoming television show

• Philip K. Dick was inducted into the Science Fiction 
Hall of Fame

• Seven of Dick’s books have been adapted for fi lm, 
including Bladerunner, which was based off  the 
novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?

“A KIND OF PULP-FICTION KAFKA, A PROPHET.”
—New York Times, praise for the author

PHILIP K. DICK’S ELECTRIC DREAMS STREAMING NOW ON AMAZON

WATERSHIP DOWN
by Richard Adams
Read by Ralph Cosham

Fiver could sense danger. Something terrible 
was going to happen to the warren. Together 
with his brother, Hazel, he must persuade the 
other rabbits to run to safety. And so begins this 
epic of courage and survival against the odds, 
a beloved, classic adventure story and allegory 
about freedom, ethics, and human nature.

• Watership Down was #1 on Publishers Weekly’s bestseller list in 1974 and 
stayed on the list for nearly a year

• Winner of the Carnegie Medal in 1972 and the Guardian Children’s Fiction 
Prize in 1973, as well as many other awards

• The Big Read, a 2003 survey of the British public, voted it the forty-second 
greatest book of all time

WATERSHIP DOWN COMING TO NETFLIX 2017

AVAILABLE   NOW
FICTION / CLASSICS • (5695) 16 hours • 13 CDs • 2 MP3 CDs
 9781441737472 $118.00 L 9781441737502 $29.95 N 9781441737533 $69.99

MORE MEDIA TIE-IN TITLES 
AVAILABLE ON 

BLACKSTONELIBRARY.COM

COCO
by Diana López
Read by Frankie Marie Corzo

When a mysterious chain of events leads 
Miguel to the stunning and colorful Land 
of the Dead, he fi nds there may be a way 
to make his secret dream of becoming a 
musician come true.

• Print run: 75,000

• Coco hits theaters November 22, 2017

• Diana López’s previous titles have received rave reviews 
and praise from critics

MARVEL’S THOR: RAGNAROK
by Jim McCann and Steve Behling
Read by MacLeod Andrews

To escape captivity and save his home 
from imminent destruction, Thor must 
fi rst compete in a deadly alien contest 
and team up with his former ally and 
fellow Avenger … the Incredible Hulk!

• Print run: 75,000

• Marvel Studios’ Thor: Ragnarok releases in theaters November 3, 2017

• The fi rst two Thor fi lms in the Marvel Cinematic Universe 
grossed over $1 billion worldwide

COCO IN THEATERS 11/22/17

AVAILABLE   11/22/2017
JUVENILE FICTION / MEDIA TIE-IN
(c0rw) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538474389 $49.00 L 9781538474402 $19.95 N 9781538504833 $64.99

MARVEL STUDIOS’ THOR: RAGNAROK IN THEATERS 11/3/17

AVAILABLE   11/3/2017
JUVENILE FICTION / MEDIA TIE-IN • (c0s2) 2.5 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504753913   $30.00 L 9781504753937   $19.95

H IS FOR HAWK
by Helen Macdonald
Read by the author

After the devastating loss of her father, fal-
coner Helen Macdonald resolved to purchase 
and raise one of the most vicious predators—
the goshawk, whose fi erce anger mirrored 
her own—to help cope with her loss. And so 
began an extraordinary journey.

• A New York Times bestseller

• Winner of the 2014 Samuel Johnson Prize for Nonfi ction, the 2015 Boston 
Globe Book of the Year, the 2014 Costa Book Award for Biography, and more

• An acclaimed historian, poet, and illustrator, Macdonald was featured 
on the Discovery Channel’s 2005 documentary War of the Birds

H  IS FOR HAWK: A NEW CHAPTER AIRES ON PBS 11/1/17

AVAILABLE   NOW
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS
(bhsj) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781481530941 $90.00 L 9781481530958 $29.95

ANNIHILATION
by Jeff  VanderMeer
Read by Carolyn McCormick

Area X has been cut off  from the rest of 
the continent for decades. After eleven 
unsuccessful expeditions to survey the area—
most of which ended in death—the twelfth 
expedition is set to go. Area X delivers the 
unexpected, but it’s the surprises that come 
with the team that change everything.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Winner of the 2014 Nebula Award for Best Novel

• Will appeal to fans of Margaret Atwood and John M. Harrison

• Film to star Natalie Portman and Jennifer Jason Leigh

ANNIHILATION COMING TO THEATERS IN FEBRUARY 2018

AVAILABLE   NOW
FICTION / LITERARY • (8509) 6 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781482956733 $55.00 L 9781482956740 $29.95
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YOUNG ADULT & CHILDREN’S  March
Star Wars Forces of  
Destiny Daring 
Adventures, Volumes 
1 & 2
by Emma Carlson Berne
Reader to be announced

Based on the all-new animated micro-
series, these six exciting adventures 
feature some of Star Wars’ greatest 
heroes.

• The Star Wars brand has produced over 125 New York Times bestsellers

• Shows how choices both big and small ultimately shape the destinies  
of beloved characters

• Hasbro is set to launch a line of Star Wars Forces of Destiny toys

• More than 125 million Star Wars books have been printed

• A great holiday gift for young fans of Star Wars

• Author website: EmmaCarlsonBerne.com

AVAILABLE 12/15/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION • (cd2o) 2 hours • 2 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538504093 $35.00 L 9781538504116 $19.95

     N 9781538514160 $59.99

Paddington’s Finest 
Hour
The Paddington Bear Series
by Michael Bond
Reader to be announced

Paddington’s Finest Hour is the 
brand-new novel from Michael Bond, 
featuring his classic character in his 
most curious moments. This new 
novel will enchant listeners with 
Paddington’s humorous misadventures 
and charming good intentions.

• Print run: 50,000

• Paddington has been charming people for generations and will appeal 
to youngsters discovering him for the first time as well as those who 
have always adored him

• A brand-new novel written by Michael Bond—with a release just in time 
for the second Paddington film

“I’ve always had great respect for Paddington… 
He is a British institution.”

—Stephen Fry

AVAILABLE 12/12/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / READERS / CHAPTER BOOKS • (bkxl) 5.75 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538457788 $49.99 L 9781538457795 $39.99

Little Leaders
Bold Women in Black History
by Vashti Harrison
Reader to be announced

Featuring forty trailblazing black 
women in American history, Little 
Leaders educates and inspires as 
it relates true stories of breaking 
boundaries and achieving beyond 
expectations.

• Print run: 50,000

• Harrison is a well-known cinematographer whose films have been 
shown at numerous high-end film festivals

• Beyond being a lesson in Black History, Little Leaders also delivers 
inspiration and representation into a book market that has welcomed 
diverse and inclusive stories

• Harrison has a large following on Twitter and other social media outlets

• Prepublication buzz campaign

• National media campaign

• Select author appearances

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE NONFICTION / BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / HISTORICAL
(cajj) 4 hours • 4 CDs
 9781549114335 $55.99

Three Sides of a Heart
Stories About Love Triangles
by various authors
Edited by Natalie C. Parker
Reader to be announced

You may think you know the love 
triangle, but you’ve never seen love 
triangles like these. These top YA 
authors tackle the much-debated trope 
of the love triangle, and the result is 
sixteen fresh, diverse, and romantic 
stories you don’t want to miss.

• Features stories by #1 New York Times bestselling authors Renée Ahdieh, 
E. K. Johnston, Julie Murphy, Veronica Roth, and Sabaa Tahir

• Includes short stories by New York Times bestselling authors Rae Carson 
and Garth Nix

• Includes a short story by two-time Nebula Award winner Alaya Dawn 
Johnson

“Unique, haunting, and filled with characters  
who steal your heart.”

—Josephine Angelini, author of the Starcrossed series,
on Beware the Wild by Natalie C. Parker

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/19/17 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / ROMANCE / CONTEMPORARY
(bmn9) 15 hours • 12 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538457818 $59.99 L 9781538457825 $39.99
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YOUNG ADULT & CHILDREN’S  March
The Crims
The Crims Series, Book 1
by Kate Davies
Reader to be announced

Despite her natural talent for all things 
unlawful, Imogen got out of the family 
business years ago. But when the rest of 
the notoriously inept Crims are accused 
of pulling off a major heist—which 
seems doubtful, to say the least—she is 
forced to step in to clear their names.

• Print run: 30,000

• Kate Davies’ new series is a combination of The Addams Family and 
Despicable Me

• Will appeal to fans of A Series of Unfortunate Events by Lemony Snicket 
and the Bad Books series by Pseudonymous Bosch

• Featured promotion on HarperCollinsChildrens.com and  
HarperCollins.com

“[A] convoluted plot, kid-focused absurdities,  
and broad satire…Jolly good criminal fun.”

—Kirkus Reviews

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/5/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES • (bkxk) 10.25 hours • 8 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538457757 $59.99 L 9781538457764 $39.99

Broken Pride
Bravelands Series, Book 1
by Erin Hunter
Reader to be announced

For generations, the animals of the 
African plains have followed a single 
rule: only kill to survive. But when an 
unthinkable act of betrayal shatters 
the peace, the fragile balance between 
predators and prey will rest in the paws 
of three unlikely heroes—a lion, an 
elephant, and a baboon.

• Print run: 150,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Erin Hunter is the author of the bestselling Warriors, Seekers, and 
Survivors series

• Myriad different animal species and tough new climates bring a 
fascinating, fresh twist to this new series

“Deep characters, a complex plot, rich mythology,  
and a stunning setting…Wild and wonderful.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

AVAILABLE 12/12/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / FANTASY & MAGIC • (ccom) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538501986 $59.99 L 9781538501993 $39.99

Bear Grylls Adventures: 
Volume 3
River Challenge & Earthquake Challenge
The Bear Grylls Adventures, Books 5 & 6
by Bear Grylls
Reader to be announced

Each story in this series follows a different 
child transported into an outdoor 
adventure where they meet survival expert 
Bear Grylls and learn new skills they can 
take back with them to their real life.

• Grylls is one of the best-known survivalist/adventurers today

• Grylls’ Emmy-nominated TV show Man vs. Wild was one of the most 
watched on the planet with an estimated audience of 1.2 billion

• Grylls is the youngest-ever Chief Scout of the UK Scouting Association 
and an inspiration to forty million Scouts worldwide

• Grylls’ Mud, Sweat, and Tears was a #1 internationally bestselling 
autobiography

• Other books in the series are also available

• Author website: BearGrylls.com

• A great gift for young fans of Bear Grylls

AVAILABLE 12/15/17 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE / GENERAL • (cb7b) 2 hours • 2 CDs
 9781489408822 $44.99

Love, Life, and the List
by Kasie West
Reader to be announced

What is Abby Turner to do when she 
develops a not-so-secret but definitely 
unrequited crush on her best friend 
Cooper? Funny and romantic, this is 
an effervescent story about family, 
friendship, and finding yourself—
perfect for those who love the works of 
Sarah Dessen and Jenny Han.

• Print run: 40,000

• The first of three companion novels, an effervescent story about family, 
friendship, and first love

• Will appeal to fans of The Promise of Amazing by Robin Constantine and 
The Beginning of Everything by Robyn Schneider

• National online consumer advertising campaign

“West does a masterful job of creating and then destroying 
stereotypes, to the delight of the reader.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars) on On the Fence

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 12/26/17 • FOR AGES 12–17
YOUNG ADULT FICTION / SOCIAL THEMES / DATING & SEX
(cbdl) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538499559 $59.99 L 9781538499566 $39.99
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JANUARY PREVIEWJANUARY PREVIEW
EXCLUSIVE!

The Simple Truth
by David Baldacci
Read by Jonathan Marosz

Attorney Michael Fiske sealed his fate 
when he took Rufus Harms’ prison letter 
from the Supreme Court. Now Michael’s 
brother John is in Washington to find 
out why his brother was murdered—
and what it had to do with a crime that 
Harms committed twenty-five years 
before.

• A New York Times and USA Today bestseller

• David Baldacci is one of the most popular suspense writers in the world

• Baldacci’s books are published in over forty-five languages and in more 
than eighty countries

• Will appeal to fans of thriller authors John Grisham and Lee Child

• Over forty other audiobooks by David Baldacci are also available

• Author website: DavidBaldacci.com

“Compelling…Finely drawn…A page-turner  
worth losing sleep over.”

—USA Today

AVAILABLE 1/30/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (aau9) 13 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781549140099 $118.99 L 9781549140105 $44.99

The Patriot
The Stunning True Story of Aaron  
Hernandez: His Rise and Fall as a  
Football Superstar, His Two Explosive 
Trials for Murder, His Shocking Death
by James Patterson and Alex Abramovich
Reader to be announced

Everyone thought they knew Aaron 
Hernandez. He was an NFL star who 
made football look easy. Until he became 
the prime suspect in a gruesome murder. 
But who was Aaron Hernandez, really?

• Patterson is a #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Hernandez died in early 2017, making this a timely story

• Will appeal to fans of the New England Patriots as well as anyone who 
followed Aaron Hernandez’ career

• Patterson is active on social media and can be found on Facebook, 
Twitter, and Instagram

• Author websites: JamesPatterson.com and AlexAbramovich.com

“James Patterson is The Boss. End of.”
—Ian Rankin, author of Rather Be the Devil

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/22/18
TRUE CRIME / MURDER / GENERAL • (ca7j) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781549114380 $76.99 L 9781549114397 $34.99

Still Me
A Novel
by Jojo Moyes
Reader to be announced

Lou Clark, the iconic heroine of Me before You and 
After You, heads for New York and finds herself torn 
between her old life and her new one.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Moyes’ works have been translated into over 40 languages, and her total 
global sales are nearly 30 million

• The film adaptation of Me before You was a huge box-office success

“When I finished this novel, I didn’t want to review it: I wanted to  
reread it…An affair to remember.” 

—New York Times Book Review on Me before You

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/23/18
FICTION / CONTEMPORARY WOMEN • (cbtr) 14 hours • 11 CDs
 9780525530152 $95.99

Unbound
The Stone Barrington Series, Book 44
by Stuart Woods
Reader to be announced

Former CIA operative Teddy Fay lands in Santa Fe in 
the company of his friend Stone Barrington. There, 
fate hands him an opportunity to avenge his recent 
personal tragedy from a man who helped cover up 
the crime.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• More titles in series are available

• Will appeal to fans of James Patterson and David Baldacci

“Stuart Woods is a no-nonsense, slam-bang storyteller.”
—Chicago Tribune

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/2/18
FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (c9m8) 7 hours • 6 CDs
 9780525494348 $78.99
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JANUARY PREVIEW

City of Endless Night
The Pendergast Novels, Book 18
by Lincoln Child and Douglas Preston
Reader to be announced

The murder of Grace Ozmian first seems like an 
isolated case, but soon Pendergast and D’Agosta find 
themselves in the crosshairs of an opponent who has 
threatened the very lifeblood of the city.

• Print run: 250,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling authors

• Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child are active on Facebook, with over 58,000 
followers

“What Preston and Child are so good at are exemplified here: solid 
research, clear swift prose, and enough twists to fill a jar of pretzels.”

—David Baldacci, #1 New York Times bestselling author, on White Fire

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/16/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (bkeb) 13 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781549114410 $109.99 L 9781549114427 $44.99

Fools and Mortals
A Novel
by Bernard Cornwell
Reader to be announced

Bernard Cornwell makes a dramatic departure with 
this enthralling stand-alone novel about the debut of 
A Midsummer’s Night Dream—as related by Shake-
speare’s estranged younger brother.

• Print run: 100,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Cornwell’s four most recent stand-alones were all bestsellers, as were the last 
five novels in his Saxon Tales series

“Gripping, exciting, and engaging. It is another  
great read from the masterful author.”

—New York Journal of Books on Warriors of the Storm

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (ca1m) 13 hours • 11 CDs
 9780062798411 $86.99

Hidden Depths
The Vera Stanhope Mysteries, Book 3
by Ann Cleeves
Reader to be announced

Julie Armstrong arrives home to find her son mur-
dered—strangled, laid out in a bath of water, and 
covered with flowers. Vera must work quickly to find 
this killer who is making art out of death.

• Diamond Dagger award–winning author

• The Vera Stanhope Mysteries are the basis of the hit TV series Vera

• Will appeal to fans of The Haunted Season by G. M. Malliet

“Cleeves offers up evocative settings and flawed characters with depth, 
making her mysteries wonderfully addictive.”

—Library Journal (starred review) on Harbour Street

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/23/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / WOMEN SLEUTHS • (c926) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781427288448 $96.99

Blood Fury
The Black Dagger Legacy, Book 3
by J. R. Ward
Reader to be announced

As they prepare for the conflict ahead, vampire war-
riors Novo and Peyton must train in close quarters—
and they will eventually have to confront the feelings 
they harbor for each other.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• This series is a spin off of the #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger 
Brotherhood series

• National advertising campaign

“To die for…I love this series!”
—Suzanne Brockmann, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / PARANORMAL • (c9gd) 14 hours • 12 CDs
 9780525492405 $95.99

A Devil in Scotland
The No Ordinary Hero Series, Book 3
by Suzanne Enoch
Reader to be announced

Callum MacCreath is in no rush for marriage. But when 
his brother Ian gets engaged to their childhood friend, 
Rebecca, Callum realizes he wants her. And while mar-
rying Ian is practical, Becca misses Callum’s lust for life.

• Print run: 150,000

• New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

• Suzanne Enoch consistently receives strong praise from readers and major 
publications

“A thrilling and sexy story.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on Hero in the Highlands

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / HISTORICAL / SCOTTISH • (c4rm) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781441783042 $100.00 L 9781441783066 $29.95

The Grave’s a Fine and Private Place
The Flavia de Luce Series, Book 9
by Alan Bradley
Reader to be announced

Flavia de Luce, a prodigial chemist in 1950s England, 
fills her days solving murder mysteries. Her latest 
distraction involves the poisoning of three female 
parishioners by a notorious vicar.

• The Flavia de Luce series has won the Barry, Agatha, and Macavity Awards, as 
well as the Crime Writers’ Association Debut Dagger Award

• Will appeal to fans of Louise Penny’s Chief Inspector Gamanche series

“If ever there were a sleuth who’s bold, brilliant,  
and, yes, adorable, it’s Flavia de Luce.”

—USA Today, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / COZY • (ca07) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9780449807699 $86.99
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The Girlfriend
by Michelle Frances
Reader to be announced

The Girlfriend is a taut and wickedly twisted psycholog-
ical thriller that pivots on an unforgivable lie and ex-
amines the mother–son–daughter-in-law relationship 
in a chilling new light.

• A #1 bestseller in the UK

• Frances writes with a cinematic flair that brings to life this compulsively 
engrossing British grip-lit debut

• Dramatic rights have been optioned by Imaginarium Studios

“A taut psychological thriller, the evil chillingly drawn.  
Every character is layered and beautifully twisted.” 

—Karen Rose, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c9h7) 6.5 hours • 5 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538451496 $55.00 L 9781538451519 $29.95  

N  9781538514504 $54.99

Shroud of Eternity
Sister of Darkness: The Nicci Chronicles, Book 2
by Terry Goodkind
Read by Christina Traister

The formidable sorceress Nicci and her companions 
set out on another quest after driving ruthless Norukai 
slavers out of Renda Bay. Their mission: save the world.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• The first book in the series, Death’s Mistress, received enormous praise from 
major publications

• National advertising in major print and online venues

“This action-packed book will delight epic fantasy enthusiasts.”
—Library Journal on Death’s Mistress

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
FICTION / FANTASY / EPIC • (c9ue) 18 hours • 14 CDs
 9781511360302 $99.99

The Taster
A Novel
by V. S. Alexander
Reader to be announced

The Taster answers the question, “Who killed Adolf 
Hitler?” It is a sweeping, epic novel, set in the most 
turbulent of times, filled with intrigue and terror and 
acts of courage, self-sacrifice, and love.

• Alexander’s debut, The Magdalen Girls, was a #1 Amazon bestseller in the 
Women’s Fiction-Friendship category

• Will appeal to fans of The Life She Was Given by Ellen Marie Wiseman

“Alexander has done his homework, peppering his novel  
with details of the convent lifestyle.”

—Booklist on The Magdalen Girls

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (agm7) 5 hours • 4 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538426234 $49.00 L 9781538426258 $19.95

N 9781538514498 $54.99

Dark in Death
An Eve Dallas Novel
The In Death Series, Book 46
by J. D. Robb
Read by Susan Ericksen

As Eve Dallas puzzles over a carefully planned yet 
oddly personal homicide, she receives a tip from an 
author of police thrillers who recognizes the crime—
from the pages of her own book.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• There are more than 500 million copies of Robb’s more than 200 books in print

• More titles in series are available

“J. D. Robb’s In Death novels are can’t-miss pleasures.” 
—Harlan Coben, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / SUSPENSE • (cb6l) 13 hours • 10 CDs
 9781536696905 $99.99

Getaway
Partners and The Art of Deception
by Nora Roberts
Read by Tanya Eby and Christina Traister

Adam Haines and Kirby Fairchild; Matthew Bates and 
Laurel Armand—each pair begins as rivals, but their 
stubborn minds will have to change when they’re 
forced to work together.

• Print run: 450,000

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Two fan-favorite stories featuring the classic premise of rivals turned lovers

“When Roberts puts her expert fingers on the pulse of romance,  
legions of fans feel the heartbeat.”
—Publishers Weekly, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
FICTION / ROMANCE / GENERAL • (cb7v) 14 hours • 11 CDs
 9781543640021 $44.99

The Terrible Two Go Wild
The Terrible Two Series, Book 3
by Mac Barnett and Jory John
Reader to be announced

Miles and Niles get marooned for the summer at bor-
ing Camp Good Times. But when kids from a nearby 
camp raid their super-secret candy stash, the campers 
look to Miles and Niles for help.

• Print run: 100,000

• Mac Barnett and Jory John are hugely talented and highly visible bestselling authors

• Will appeal to fans of the Captain Underpants series by Dav Pilkey and the 
Diary of a Wimpy Kid series by Jeff Kinney

“A double helping of fun and mischief!”
—Jeff Kinney, author of Diary of a Wimpy Kid, on The Terrible Two

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18 • FOR AGES 8–12
JUVENILE FICTION / HUMOROUS STORIES • (c2eu) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781504777599 $69.00 L 9781504777612 $29.95

N 9781538514405 $59.99
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Ready Player One
A Novel
by Ernest Cline
Read by Wil Wheaton

Wade Watts has devoted his life to studying the 
puzzles hidden within the virtual utopia known as the 
OASIS. But when he stumbles upon the first clue in a 
bigger mystery, he finds himself in serious danger.

• A New York Times bestseller

• This cult classic is soon to be a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg

• More than a million copies of Ready Player One have sold since its 2011 
publication

“Enchanting…Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”
—USA Today

AVAILABLE 1/30/18
FICTION / SCIENCE FICTION / ACTION & ADVENTURE • (cc2b) 15.5 hours • 13 CDs
 9780525624837 $70.99

The Voice Inside
The Frost Easton Series, Book 2
by Brian Freeman
Read by Joe Barrett

Years after serial killer Rudy Cutter was imprisoned, 
homicide inspector Frost Easton discovers false 
evidence was used to put Cutter behind bars. Now his 
sister’s killer is back on the streets.

• #1 Amazon bestselling author

• Author website: BFreemanBooks.com

• Will appeal to fans of the Joe Pickett novels by C. J. Box

“Freeman’s latest psychological thriller is sure to seize readers  
and not let go…Gripping, intense, and thoughtful.”

—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick!) on The Night Bird

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/16/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / POLICE PROCEDURAL • (bkpl) 11 hours • 9 CDs
 9781536684452 $75.99

The Girls in the Picture
A Novel
by Melanie Benjamin
Reader to be announced

In 1914, Frances Marion finds her calling writing 
screenplays, and in a friendship with actress Mary 
Pickford. But the two women’s ambitions are chal-
lenged by limitations imposed on their gender.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Features beloved characters from history like Charlie Chaplin, Rudolph 
Valentino, and Mary Pickford

“A star-studded story of female friendships, creative sparks about to 
ignite, and the power of women. Dazzling”

—Caroline Leavitt, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/16/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (c9m4) 15 hours • 12 CDs
 9780451484659 $103.99

Operator Down
The Pike Logan Series, Book 12
by Brad Taylor
Reader to be announced

Pike Logan’s search for a Mossad agent and ally puts 
him on a collision course with a ruthless military coup 
in Africa—and tests his loyalties to the Taskforce.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Brad Taylor writes from his personal experience serving twenty years in the 
US Army

• Taylor is active on Facebook and Twitter, with over 10,000 followers combined

“Fresh plot, great action and Taylor clearly knows what he is writing 
about…When it comes to tactics and hardware he is spot on.”
—Vince Flynn, #1 New York Times bestselling author, praise for the series

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / MILITARY • (c9ma) 12 hours • 10 CDs
 9780735205857 $95.99

Munich
A Novel
by Robert Harris
Reader to be announced

From the bestselling author of Fatherland comes a 
new spy thriller about treason and conscience, loyalty 
and betrayal, set against the backdrop of the fateful 
Munich Conference of September 1938.

• This gripping, thrilling historical narrative also has plenty to say about politics 
and power in our own time

• Harris returns to the subject of his most beloved book, Fatherland

“Harris has written a gripping, smart book.”
—New York Times Book Review on Conclave

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/16/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / HISTORICAL • (caik) 8 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525589044 $86.99

Experience on Demand
What Virtual Reality Is, How It Works, and What It Can Do
by Jeremy Bailenson
Reader to be announced

Jeremy Bailenson draws on two decades spent 
researching the psychological effects of VR to help 
listeners understand this powerful new tool.

• Virtual reality is garnering huge interest right now, with a growing number  
of companies producing and utilizing the technology

• Major review attention

“Virtual reality is changing the way athletes train.  
This book is a must-read for anyone who wants to  
understand and hone performance through VR.” 

—Joe Montana, Hall of Fame quarterback

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / GENERAL • (ccmn) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538496459 $100.00 L 9781538496473 $29.95

N 9781538514474 $69.99
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Murder, Interrupted
The Murder Is Forever Series, Book 1
by James Patterson
Reader to be announced

James Patterson presents two true crime thrillers that 
inspired the Investigation Discovery series! 

• #1 New York Times bestselling author 

• The inspiration for the Investigation Discovery series

• A great gift for fans of true crime

• Valume 2 also available

“No one gets this big without amazing natural storytelling talent— 
which is what James Patterson has, in spades.”

—Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/2/18
TRUE CRIME / MURDER / GENERAL • (c9zy) 8 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781549139949 $76.99 L 9781549139956 $34.99

The Pope of Palm Beach
A Novel
The Serge A. Storms Series, Book 21
by Tim Dorsey
Reader to be announced

Serge A. Storms and his permanently baked sidekick, 
Coleman, are hunting Florida lore once again, this time 
the surf legends of Riviera Beach, the cozy seaside town 
where they grew up. But then the bodies start piling up. 

• Print run: 75,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Will appeal to fans of Carl Hiaasen, Bill Fitzhugh, and Laurence Shames

“This screwball neo-noir is recommended  
for all popular fiction collections.”

—Booklist on The Big Bamboo

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/30/18
FICTION / MYSTERY & DETECTIVE / PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
(cab4) 11 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538480304 $59.99 L 9781538480328 $39.99

The English Wife
by Lauren Willig
Reader to be announced

Everything a sister thought she knew about her broth-
er and his wife unravels as she seeks the truth about 
them in this scandalous Gilded Age tale full of family 
secrets, affairs, and murder.

• New York Times bestselling author

• Willig’s Mischief of the Mistletoe was a RITA Award winner for Best Regency 
Historical

• Author website: LaurenWillig.com

“Willig has made a name for herself writing the finest historical intrigue 
and The English Wife does not disappoint—it is her best yet!”

—Pam Jenoff, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
FICTION / HISTORICAL • (c9s8) 14 hours • 11 CDs
 9781427293435 $116.99

This Could Hurt
A Novel
by Jillian Medoff
Reader to be announced

Authentic, razor-sharp, and achingly funny, Jillian 
Medoff explores the inner-workings of an American 
company in all its brilliant, insane, comforting, and 
terrifying glory. 

• Print run: 50,000

• Jillian Medoff’s previous two novels, I Couldn’t Love You More and Hunger 
Point, were both national bestsellers

• Medoff writes from her own experience in management consulting

“Searing, sexy, and surprisingly funny, Jillian Medoff’s  
This Could Hurt burns through the pages.” 

—Marcy Dermansky, author of The Red Car

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
FICTION / LITERARY • (ca1l) 12.75 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538480069 $59.99 L 9781538480083 $39.99

The Last Thing She Ever Did
by Gregg Olsen
Read by Karen Peakes

Liz and Owen have always admired their seemingly 
perfect neighbors, Carole and David. And when 
Carole and David’s son Charlie vanishes, they are all 
shocked—except for Liz.

• #1 New York Times bestselling author

• Author website: GreggOlsen.com

• Will appeal to fans of The Last Move by Mary Burton

“Beguiling, wicked, and taut with suspense and paranoia…
delivers scenes as devastating as any I’ve ever read with a startling, 

pitch-perfect finale.”
—Eric Rickstad, New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/1/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (caxt) 10 hours • 8 CDs
 9781543626742 $59.99

Work It
Secrets for Success from Badass Women in Business
by Carrie Kerpen
Reader to be announced

Carrie Kerpen shares her own career lessons as well as 
those from a board of fifty powerful women in a wide 
range of industries to help women everywhere make 
their aspirations a reality.

• Sheryl Sandberg, Aliza Licht, and Reshma Saujani are a few of the many high-
profile contributors

• Kerpen’s business podcast has had over one million downloads

“Carrie has a unique and genuine way of infusing her infectious  
energy and enthusiasm with her deep expertise.”

—Adrienne Garland, founder of SheLeads, praise for the author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / WOMEN IN BUSINESS • (bkr5) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538435298 $76.00 L 9781538435311 $29.95
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Trade Your Cares for Calm
by Max Lucado
Reader to be announced

Bestselling author Max Lucado invites you to live in 
God’s perfect peace, offering practical ways to set 
aside anxiety and focus on God, on scripture, and on 
the calm he can bring to your soul.

• New York Times bestselling author

• With more than 130 million products in print, Max Lucado is America’s 
bestselling inspirational author

• Will appeal to fans of 5 Minutes with Jesus by Sheila Walsh

“Max has beautifully, and accessibly, laid out a plan for dealing with the 
stress that can rule, and ruin, our lives.”

—Andy Stanley, pastor, author, and founder of North Point Ministries

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
RELIGION / CHRISTIAN LIFE / INSPIRATIONAL • (cb3v) 2 hours • 2 CDs
 9781543637847 $59.99

White Boy Rick
My Time as an Undercover Teenage Drug  
Informant for the FBI
by Richard “White Boy Rick” Wershe and  
Scott M. Burnstein
Reader to be announced

Here is the memoir of the longest-serving non-violent 
juvenile offender in the US prison system: a govern-
ment-sponsored drug-dealer in 1980s Detroit.

• Wershe was the poster boy of youth crime in the crack cocaine era and a true 
media sensation in the Motor City press

• Deals with issues of race, class, crime, corruption, and lost innocence

• Wershe’s exhilarating story is sure to please fans of true crime

• Wershe was granted parole in July after serving nearly thirty years in prison

AVAILABLE 1/9/18
TRUE CRIME / GENERAL • (c9wr) 10.5 hours • 9 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538480090 $59.99 L 9781538480113 $39.99

Tell Me More
Stories About the 12 Hardest Things I’m Learning to Say
by Kelly Corrigan
Read by the author

It’s a crazy idea—trying to list the phrases that make 
love and connection possible—but that’s just what 
Corrigan has set out to do here as she explores twelve 
phrases that strengthen and sustain our relationships.

• New York Times bestselling author 

• Corrigan’s The Middle Place won Best New Book in the Books for a Better Life Awards

“A testament to the idea that the things we say matter, that our words 
have the power to comfort and uplift, empower and inspire…A book  

I will go back to again and again.”
—Glennon Doyle, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/9/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / PERSONAL MEMOIRS • (c9m5) 6 hours • 5 CDs
 9780525494980 $70.99

The Wife
A Novel
by Alafair Burke
Reader to be announced

For Angela, her marriage to Jason Powell was a 
chance to reboot her life. But when two women make 
troubling accusations against Jason, their perfect life 
begins to unravel.

• Print run: 50,000

• New York Times bestselling author

• Alafair Burke was an Edward Award nominee for Best Novel

“Riveting.”
—Entertainment Weekly on The Ex

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/23/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (ca1o) 13.5 hours • 11 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781538480335 $59.99 L 9781538480359 $39.99

Need to Know
A Novel
by Karen Cleveland
Reader to be announced

After accessing the computer of a Russian operative, 
CIA counterintelligence analyst Vivian Miller stumbles 
on a secret dossier of agents within the US. Now 
everything she holds dear is threatened.

• Need to Know has received rave reviews from the author’s peers

• Will appeal to fans of The Girl Before by JP Delaney

“Breathtaking, heart-pounding, it manages to be at once intimate  
and sweeping, characterful and plot-driven. A really astonishing  

achievement for any writer.”
—Louise Penny, #1 New York Times bestselling author

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/23/18
FICTION / THRILLERS / SUSPENSE • (c9si) 8.5 hours • 7 CDs
 9780525530596 $78.99

Rebel
My Life Outside the Lines
by Nick Nolte
Reader to be announced

Legendary Hollywood icon Nick Nolte tells his sto-
ry—a tale of art, passion, commitment, and addiction, 
as intense and hypnotic as the man himself.

• Print run: 100,000

• Nick Nolte has been nominated for three Academy Awards and has starred in 
both acclaimed independent films and box-office hits

• Will appeal to fans of Rob Lowe’s Stories I Only Tell My Friends, Alan Alda’s 
Never Have Your Dog Stuffed, Robert J. Wagner’s Pieces of My Heart, and Keith 
Richards’ Life

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE 1/23/18
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ENTERTAINMENT & PERFORMING ARTS
(baea) 12 hours • 10 CDs • 1 MP3 CD
 9781482992687 $59.99 L 9781504730914 $39.99
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